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SUM M ARY DIGEST
What’s Wrong With Iowa’s Farmers’ Elevators?
1. Some of them are not true cooperatives but operate merely as 
l * another buyer. ’ '
2. Many have too few members. Of the 326 studied in 1931, 
three-fourths had only between 50 and 200 members. The 
range for all elevators was from 23 to 681 members.
3. .Out of the 40,887 members of 314 elevators studied in 1931, 
nearly a fourth (23 percent) neither owned nor operated 
local land. Less than half of all members owned the farms 
they operated.
4. The proportion of non-producer members is increasing be­
cause of the difficulty of shifting to new members the stock 
of those who cease farming.
5. The total number of members is decreasing. Of 299 companies 
in existance at both dates, the membership decreased from 
146 in 1921 to 134 in 1931.
6. The control of many farmers’ elevators is no longer in the 
hands of producers.
7. The control is shifting from the hands of producers because 
of 1 he inability or neglect to shift to active producers the 
stock held by non-producer members. The stock form of or­
ganization is a contributing factor to this situation.
8. Disloyalty of members of farmers’ elevators is commoner- 
now than formerly.
9. There is too much laxness in carrying out provisions of 
articles and by-laws, and not enough advantage is taken of 
cooperative laws, which sometimes results in wide departures 
from cooperative principles.
What Can Be Done to Improve the Membership Situation?
1. Make memberships easy to acquire and easy to terminate.
2. The par value of shares should be low'. .
3. Prorating savings as patronage dividends is more effective 
in building membership than is paying a higher price for 
grain.
4. The application of patronage dividends on purchases of 
shares makes it easier to acquire membership and results in 
larger membership.
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Transfer of shares from non-prodncers to producers should 
be provided for.
The membership should be limited to farmers. The member­
ship of inéligibles should be promptly terminated.
If the farmers’ elevator acted as the sales agency of its mem­
bers, and not merely as another buyer in the field to bid up 
prices on grain, non-members would have more incentive to 
become members.
Most of the companies which have increased their member­
ship in recent years have incorporated nearly all of the 
features suggested. In many cases it has been found desir­
able to reorganize in order to adapt the organization to pre­
sent conditions.
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Membership Problems and Relationships 
In Iowa Farmers’ Elevators
B y  F r a n k  R o b o t k a *
W H A T  IS T H E  M EM BERSHIP PROBLEM ?
The problem of obtaining and maintaining an adequate num­
ber of interested, actively participating members is one of the 
most important problems with which cooperative organizations 
have to deal. An organization interested in maintaining itself 
and in rendering maximum service is likely to feel that more 
members are needed if it is in need of more capital or volume of 
business, or if its prestige in the community is waning.
Of far greater importance from the point of view of coopera­
tive progress is the question of whether or not all farmers who 
may be benefited by doing so are taking an active part in co­
operative marketing organizations.
The question confronting farmers who are seeking, through 
cooperation, to put farm marketing on the highest possible plane 
of economic efficiency is : What arrangements will facilitate and 
promote the joining and working together, most harmoniously 
and effectively, over a long period of time, of the largest possible 
proportion of those haying a common interest?
From this point of view, it is not a question, of whether or not 
the organization needs members, but what kind of an organiza­
tion will best promote the banding together of farmers for self- 
help.
The failure of many cooperatives to achieve significant results 
may be traced to failure to recognize that the membership prob­
lem consists chiefly of establishing satisfactory relationships be­
tween the members and the organization. Every cooperating 
group has a membership problem the moment it begins to plan 
the arrangements under which it is to operate. Moreover, it is a 
continuing problem. Regardless of how satisfactory the arrange­
ments may be at'the outset, many things cannot be foreseen at 
the time of organization. In any event circumstances change as 
time goes on, with the result that the membership problem con­
stitutes a factor varying only in degree from time to time in a 
given organization, or from organization to organization at a 
given time, in the extent to which it is limiting the success of the 
organization. But too frequently even the original arrangements
*Project 306 o f the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station.
The author acknowledges and expresses appreciation fo r  the many helpful sugges­
tions and criticisms offered by his colleagues in the Agricultural Economics Section 
and the Agricultural Economics Extension Service o f  Iowa State College.
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may not have been best adapted “ to facilitate and promote the 
joining and working together of the largest possible proportion 
of those having a common interest.”
The membership problem as it exists among farmers’ elevators 
is, therefore, not a new one, but dates back to the pioneer days 
of the movement.2
The first period of the movement in Iowa started in 1867, but 
not until after nearly a quarter century of experimentation was 
a farmers’ elevator able to establish itself on a permanent basis. 
Among the factors contributing to the early failures was that 
arrangements had not been worked out which would bring to­
gether large groups of farmers and promote their working to­
gether successfully in cooperative organizations. For instance, 
not until 1890, when the “ maintenance clause”  was devised and 
adopted, was the relationship of the member to the organization 
with respect to patronage worked out on a basis which would 
enable a farmers ’ elevator to weather the storm. Yet, the patron­
age relationship is still limiting the success of farmers ’ elevators.
ELEMENTS OF MEMBER RELATIONSHIPS
But the patronage relationship is only one of several aspects 
of the membership problem. Its scope and importance may be 
grasped more readily if some of its important aspects are enum­
erated.
The problem embraces not only the arrangements and condi­
tions under which all dealings are carried on with members, but 
the purpose or philosophy back of the undertaking. At the out­
set, the question of who may become members and under what 
conditions must be settled. If the cooperating group is to con­
sist only of those having a common interest, it is, of course, neces­
sary to limit membership accordingly, which experience has 
shown is not as simple a problem as it might seem.
The relationships which a member has with his organization 
may be classified under the following headings (these may be 
regarded as the basic elements of member relationships) : 1.
Financing the organization; 2. controlling the affairs of the
organization, which involves controlling the membership; 3. 
patronizing the organization; and 4. participation in the benefits, 
savings and losses of the organization. The nature and signifi­
cance of each of these elements will be discussed briefly.
1. How should financial burdens be distributed among mem­
bers and in what manner, or according to what procedure should 
members contribute the capital necessary ? What should be their
2Nourse, E. G. F ifty years o f  farm ers’ elevators in Iowa. Iowa A gr. Exp. Sta. 
Bui. 211:287-250. 1923.
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rights in connection therewith! How or when may members 
withdraw their capital, if at all ?
2. How should members control the organization! This in­
volves more than merely deciding on how many votes a member 
may have and how he may cast his vote. A  more important 
question is how to retain control in the hands of producers. 
Next is the problem of keeping the members informed and work­
ing intelligently in the interest of the group.
3. What should be the member’s relationship with ihe organi­
zation as to patronage! Should the member be obligated to 
patronize the organization, or only to “ maintain”  it, or should
< he delegate no control as to patronage to the organization! What 
arrangement would contribute most to carrying out the purpose 
of the organization!
4. The question of how members and patrons should partici­
pate in benefits and savings is one of the most important aspects 
of the member’s,relationship with the organization. Should 
business be done with members only, or also with non-members! 
If the latter, on what basis! Should savings made in one depart­
ment of the business be spread over other departments! How 
should expenses be allocated between departments! On what 
basis and in what manner should savings be distributed! How 
should losses be borne! Preserving a nice balance of equity 
among all members and patrons in the face of such questions, 
is indeed a problem.
5. To the above may be added another element which for want 
of a better term may be called “ esprit de corps,”  which the 
dictionary defines as: “ a spirit of common devotion, honor, and 
interest, binding together men of some profession, or occupa­
tion. . . . . . . ”  This element deals not with pecuniary, but with
psychological considerations and makes for solidarity, loyalty, 
harmony, goodwill, confidence and enthusiasm in carrying out 
the objectives of the organization.
Even though all of the above relationships may have been 
worked out in a satisfactory manner, it will still be necessary 
to adopt definite policies and procedures with reference to main­
taining or increasing the numerical strength of the membership. 
Because of the natural turnover of farmers in a community 
owing to death, removal or retirement, members will become in­
eligible. What should be done about it ! Should the company 
buy their stock, and if so, at what price! What should be done 
with such stock! Membership ranks will dwindle rapidly unless 
continuous efforts are made to replace those who drop out. A 
satisfactory set-up will provide for shifting the membership and
8
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the financial burdens from those who become ineligible for mem­
bership, to new members. But such shifts will not occur auto­
matically. Policies, plans and procedures specifically designed 
to accomplish this are necessary, and these will involve, among 
other things, continuous educational work.
THE PLAN AND PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
The first logical step in an attempt to solve the membership 
problem is to find out what the situation regarding membership 
is, what the important aspects of the situation are, and what the 
consequences may be if the situation is not changed. The statis­
tical aspects of the problem are discussed in Parts I and II.
Any program or plan designed to improve the situation must, 
if it is to be successful, recognize the factors which have con­
tributed to the situation. The analysis made in Part III reveals 
a close association between certain cooperative features and dif­
ferent aspects of the membership situation. Arrangements and 
policies which have in actual practice resulted in success in num­
erous cases point the direction not only for other farmers’ elevator 
organizations but for cooperative organizations in other fields.
The results of this study indicate that farmers are more likely 
to succeed in their efforts to market their own products if they 
adopt the cooperative type of organization rather than an organi­
zation of the semi-cooperative type. But it is frequently not 
clear what constitutes real cooperation or an adequate cooperative 
set-up. What is the essential difference between a group of farm, 
ers operating as grain dealers and a group operating a cooperative 
grain marketing organization ? Only the latter can contribute 
substantially to progress in the farmers’ efforts to so organize 
their business as to place them in the strongest possible economic 
relationship with their markets. I f this is true, the question of 
how cooperative the farmers’ elevators are is of fundamental 
importance. The question of voluntary vs. cpntrolled patronage, 
for instance, has long been a controversial question. Should non­
members participate in patronage dividends? How should the 
burden of risks and losses be borne in a cooperative? What ob­
ligations should members assume in connection with financing 
the organization? These and^other questions are discussed in 
Part IY, in which the essentials of member relationship in a 
cooperative organization are discussed.
Why are not all farmers’ elevators truly cooperative? Why 
has the Rochdale type of cooperative philosophy prevailed? Is 
it an adequate philosophy under present conditions ? There un­
doubtedly are logical explanations for developments as they actu­
ally occurred. The fact that cooperation as exemplified by the 
farmers’ elevators differs from that which prevails in other com­
modity, marketing fields is explained in Part V.
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The detailed Table of Contents should guide the reader to dis­
cussions of those aspects of the problem which may be of parti­
cular interest to him.
■ . . SO U R C E S OF DATA MMS
The data upon which this study is based were obtained mainly 
from a questionnaire obtained by personal interviews with man­
agers and officials in connection with a general survey3 of the 
farmers’ elevators of Iowa made in 1930-31, the purpose of which 
was to ascertain the situation existing among them, with special 
reference to developments, trends and tendencies in the movement 
since 1920-21, when the first survey was made. Some of the 
information obtained in the latter survey was also used in con­
nection'with this study. Information was also obtained from 
offiicial records in the office of the Secretary of State and of the 
Farmers’ Grain Dealers Association of Iowa.
3Most o f  the field and office work involved in making this survey and analyzing 
the material was done by W . Dale Bormuth, form erly with the Extension Service, and 
the writer, Extension Service and Experiment Station, Iowa State College. W . J. 
Hart o f  the Federal Farm Board, and Clarence Pickard also assisted with the field 
work.
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PART t. STATISTIC AL D A TA  REGARDING
m e m b e r s h i p
CROSS-SECTION VIEW OF MEMBERSHIP SITUATION
The fundamental considerations regarding the membership 
situation in cooperative organizations have to do primarily with 
factors which determine what membership in them means. Why 
do they need members ? What part do the members play ? What 
are the members trying to do through their organizations ? Under 
what sort of organization arrangements are they attempting to 
carry out their purpose? What arrangements and relationships 
between the members and their organization are most effective?
Membership in different Iowa farmers ’ elevators means differ­
ent things. What it means in a given case depends upon how the 
foregoing questions would be answered in that case. Although 
some organizations probably regard their membership problem 
largely as a question of how to succeed in selling stock, with a 
majority of them the question is likely to be, How can we enlist 
the support of farmers and get them to participate actively in a 
joint enterprise, the purpose of which is to improve farm market­
ing and to enhance the farmers’ market returns?
Before proceeding with the discussion of these basic aspects 
of the membership problem, the statistical data regarding mem­
bership made available by the survey should be examined. Not 
only do they indicate the extent to which Iowa farmers’ elevators 
have succeeded in enlisting the support of farmers, but they 
reveal aspects of the membership situation which cannot be: pre­
sented in any other way. Moreover, these figures answer directly 
many questions regarding the membership and provide a basis 
for much of the later discussion.
Throughout this bulletin the terms “ stockholders”  and “ mem­
bers ’ * will be used synonymously, since in all but three elevator 
organizations, stockholding is a condition of membership.
Total Number of Members
Table 1 shows the situation with respect to total membership 
for 326 farmers’ elevators in 1931. The smallest number of 
members reported by these companies was 23, the largest 681; 
the average was 138. Three out of four had from 50 to 200 mem­
bers. More companies fall into the 50-99 group than into any 
other. Eight percent of the companies, however, had less than 
50 members, and only 9 percent had 250 or more.
Some of the small membership companies are new organiza­
tions, old companies which have been reorganized recently, or 
companies located at pomts with small trade territory.
11
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TA BLE  1.— NUMBER OP MEMBERS IN 326 IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
IN  1931
Number o f members Number o f companies
Percentage o f 
companies
Less than 50 26 8
50- 99 91 28
100-149 87 27
150-199 69 21
200-249 23 7
250-299 18 5
300-349 5 2
350-399 3 1
400 and over 4 1
Total 326 100
R ange: 23 to 681 ; Average 138
The average membership of 365 companies in 1921 was 131 
according to a survey taken at that time.4 This number is seven 
less than the average of 138 members for 326 companies in 1931. 
This, however, does not mean that the total membership has in­
creased between these two dates, but simply that the companies 
in existence in 1931 each had a few more members than did those 
in existence in 1921. The average for 299 companies which were 
in existence at both dates was 146 in 1921 and 134 in 1931, a 
decrease of 12 members per company, or 8 percent.
Although the decrease in total membership was not large, the 
fact that the membership decreased rather than increased is 
significant. Nor can much satisfaction be derived from the fact 
the decrease was relatively small. As wall be shown later, mem­
bership in a stock company is not readily terminated. What the 
decrease might have been, had the membership of all ineligible 
members and of those who desired to withdraw been terminated 
is problematical, but it certainly would have been much greater.
Reasons for Withdrawals
Whether the net change in the total membership is an increase 
or a decrease depends on whether or not the number of new mem­
bers obtained exceeds the number of memberships terminated. 
Many factors, aside from the policy of the organization, affect this 
situation.
Figures were, however, obtained from 185 companies regarding 
former members and the circumstances under which the member­
ships were terminated. In many cases the records showed all 
withdrawals of members since date of organization, in otherpeases, 
only those that occurred in recent years. Death and removal of 
members from the community account for 6 out of 10 termina­
tions and “ other reasons,”  for 4 out of 10. The latter figure 
seems large, but it includes terminations because of retirement
4Nourse, E. G. F ifty years o f  farm ers’’ elevators in Iowa. Iowa A gr. Exp. Sta., 
Bui. 211:256. 1923.
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from farming, because of financial difficulties of the member, as 
well as because of dissatisfaction on the part of the member. 
Thirty percent of this group were still farming in the community. 
Some companies that retain a lien on the shares of members in 
order to protect their retail credit, have taken up considerable 
stock in settlement of delinquent accounts of members.
Ta b l e  2 .— a n a l y s i s  o f  5,425 t e r m i n a t i o n s  o f  m e m b e r s h i p  b y
185 FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Reason for termination Memberships terminated
Number 1 Percentage o f total
Death 1,373 | 25
Removal from  community 1,859 34
Other reasons* 2,193 1 41
Total 5,425 -Vi 100
i
in c lu d in g  retirement from farm ing, farm ers’ need for funds, and others.
The^e figures indicate a tendency among at least these com­
panies to terminate the membership of members who become in­
eligible., The average number of forpier members reported by 
185 companies was 29 and the average -age of the companies 
was 13 years. Some of the stock of former mèmbers was bought 
by the company and is being carried as treasury stock pending 
its transfer to new members. • In other cases ; former members 
were assisted in transferring their stock to, new members.
Analysis of Total Membership
Although questions concerning numbers' of members and 
changes taking place in them are important, questions as to who; 
the members are, where they reside, and what their tenure is, 
are more important. Although efforts have and are being made 
to retain control of the organization in the hands of actual farm­
ers, table 3 indicates that these efforts have been only partly 
successful. Table 3 presents a classification of 40,887 members 
of 314 farmers ’ elevators, by residence and tenure. The ' last 
column in this table shows that 46 percent of the members consist 
of farmers operating their own land; 13 percent are tenants;; 
16 percent are landlords renting land on a crop-share basis ; 2 
percent are landlords renting for cash; and 23 percent neither 
own nor operate local land. Although the latter percentage in­
cludes retired farmers who have disposed of their land, many of 
whom are no doubt sufficiently farmer-minded to identify their 
interest with that of actual producers, the proportion of non­
land-owning members is large. The fact that less than half the 
members are owner-operators is. significant, since this group con­
sists _ of the farmers most permanently established in the com­
munity.
A  separation of the total membership according to residence^ 
shows that 86 percent live in the community, and 14 percent do
13
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TABLE 3.— RESIDENCE AND TENURE OF 40,887 MEMBERS OF 314 IOW A 
FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS IN 1931
Residence
Tenure l ocal Community Ì Outside Community
Numoer '  | Percentage Numbei 1 Percentage Number 1 e ircentage
Owner-
cperalors 18,957
11
46
1
|
i 18,957
H
! H  i
Tenants 5,455 13 .............. 1 5,455 1 13
Share-
landlords 5,621
|1 14 659 1 2 6,280 1 11 i 16
Cash-
landlords 798
I
2 113
—
911
Hi 2
Not owning 
nor operat­
ing land in 
community 4,529
I
1
I
1 11 4,755
I
1 s 
• 1 12 9,284
mm
l
l
l 23
i  otal 36,360 I / 86 
1
5,527 HH i4 1 40,887 l1 ■■■
100
*Less than 0.5.
not. The latter figure is of particular significance, since most 
non-resident members do not own land in the community.
“Producer” Members
One of the problems of farmers’ cooperative organizations is 
to maintain an adequate number of active producer members. 
What proportion of the total membership may be regarded as 
“ producer members?”  Although it is difficult to determine the 
precise point at which a separation between producers and non­
producers should be made, no question arises as to the inclusion 
of owner-operators, tenants and resident share-landlords. The 
inclusion of non-resident share-landlords may also be justified 
because they have products to sell produced in the community. 
A question arises as to the inclusion of cash-landlords, but there 
should be no question about excluding those who neither own nor 
operate a farm. Many organizations which are attempting to 
keep their stock in the hands of producers see no objection to 
including non-producers if they are sympathetic to farmers’ co­
operative efforts, and have no interests directly in conflict with 
those of farmers. On this basis many retired farmers and mer­
chants, bankers and others would be eligible to hold stock.5
5Although it is true «that in some cases farm ers’ organizations could not have been 
launched without the financial support o f  such individuals, they should not control 
the organization nor have a voice in its affairs, because they have no interests which 
are clearly identifiable with those o f  actual farmers. W here such individuals have a 
vote, a conflict o f  interests Jis likely to arise. Their interest is largely financial, which 
is difficult to dissociate from  profit-seeking motives. In the case o f  some companies, 
however, which have developed a large supply business, hence may be characterized 
as consumers’ , organizations, 'country and city consumers might maintaih. a community 
of interest, but it is doubtful even in such cases whether the interests will remain 
harmonized, unless «the company handled only those commodities in which both 
country and city consumers are interested.
In any case, we are dealing with farm ers' organizations, whose purpose it should 
be to promote the interests o f  farmers as such. A  more important question arises 
as to whether all farmers should be eligible, or only those whose interests and pur­
poses are clearly in harmony with those o f the organization.
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For the purpose of this study, members who are ill a position 
to use the organization are classified as producers, and the others 
as non-producers. On this basis a re-classification of the figures 
in table 3 appears as follows: ,
Active Members: Percentage
Owner-Operators 46
Tenants 13
Resident Share-Landlords 14
Non-Resident Share-Landlords 2
75
Non-Producers:
Resident Cash-Landlords 2
Non-Resident Cash-Landlords *
Resident Non-Produeers 11
Non-Resident Non-Producers 12
25
100
*Less than 0.5.
On the ba,sis of this classification, three out of four members 
are active producers. The inclusion of resident cash-landlords 
or the exclusion of non-resident cash-landlords would not materi­
ally change the result because they represent so small a percentage 
of the total.
Non-Producer Members
The number of companies having different proportions of non­
producer members, classified as indicated in the foregoing dis­
cussion, is shown in table 4. The number of non-producer mem­
bers exceeds 20 percent of total members for two-thirds of the 
companies.
TABLE 4— PERCENTAGE NON-PRODUCER MEMBERS ARE OF TOTAL MEM­
BERSHIP IN 314 IO W A  FARM ERS’ ELEV A TO R S—1931
Non-producer members 
(Percentage o f total members)
Number o f 
companies
Percentage of 
companies
0-10 21
n
7
11-20 83 26
21-30 102 33
31-40 64 20
41-50 21- 7
51 and over 23 7
Total 314 100
To the extent to which non-producers are retired farmers 
residing in the community, their presence in the organization
15
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CANADA 
NOEWAY 
SWEDEN 
GEBMANY •
DENMABK.
SCOTLAND 
SOUTH AMEeiCA 
PHILLIPINES 
COUNTEY UNKNOWN
TOTAL FOEEIGN
C O U N T E IES
Ecsidencc No. of
Stockholders
IOWA (Outside of community in
which company is located) 3816 
UNITED STATES (Outside of Iowa). 1432 
UNITED STATES ( State Unknown) Z66
TOTAL U.S. 5516
Fig. 1. Geographical distribution o f non-resident stockholders o f  Iowa farm ers1 
elevator companies.
may do little harm. Figures are not available showing the pro­
portion of non-produeers who are retired farmers, but table 5, 
presenting figures for 314 companies, shows that for nearly two- 
thirds of the companies, the resident non-producers are equal to 
10 percent or less of the total. For nearly one-fifth of the com­
panies, however, they exceed 15 percent of the total membership. 
The highest percentage reported was 39 percent, and the average 
for the whole group was 11 percent.
TABLE 5— PERCENTAGE RESIDENT NON-PRODUCER MEMBERS ARE OF 
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP IN 314 FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Resident non-producers 
(Percentage of total members)
Number of 
companies
Percentage of 
companies
0 4 i
1- 5 8 26
6-10 110 35
11-15 60 19
16-20 36 12
21-25 14 5
26-30 4 1
31-35 i H II *
36 and over 4 H  ' 1
i
Total 314 ■  100 
1
Highest. 39 percent : Average, 11 percent
*Less than 0.5.
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TABLE 6— PERCENTAGE NON-RESIDENT MEMBERS ARE  OF TO TA L MEM­
BERSHIP IN 314 IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Non-resident members 
(Percentage o f total members)
Number of 
companies
Percentage of 
companies
None 4 i
1- 5 66 21
6-10 69 22
11-15 65 21
16-20 50 16
21-25 22 7
26-30 19 6
31-35 9 3
36-40 5 2
41-45 3 1
46-50 2 *
Total 314 100
Range, 0-51 percent ; Simple average, 14 percent.
*Lesp than 0.5.
Non-Resident Members
According to table 6, the companies likewise show considerable 
variation in the proportion of their members who have moved out 
of the community. The simple average for 314 companies is 14 
percent. A considerable number of companies reported exces­
sively high percentages, the highest being 51. Figure i  shows 
a geographical distribution of non-resident members.
Deceased Members
Deceased members whose shares have not been bought or trans­
ferred also help swell the ranks of non-producer members. Where 
the deceased members had been farming, the heirs frequently 
continue to operate the farms, hence the shares may still be re­
garded as being in producers ’ hands. This, however, is not always 
the case, and often in the process of settling estates such shares 
drift into non-producer hands.
TA BLE  7— NUMBER OF DECEASED SHAREHOLDERS W HOSE STOCK HAD NOT 
BEEN TRANSFERRED IN 299 IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Number of deceased 
shareholders
Number of 
companies
Percentage of 
companies
None 41 13
1- 5 140 46
6-10 63 21
11-15 29 10
16-20 8 3
21-25 9 3
26-38 5 2
31-35 2 1
36-40 1 ♦
41 and over 1 *
Total 299
•
100
*Less than 0.5.
Total number o f deceased shareholders reported, 1917 ; average per company, 6.4 ; 
highest, 43, or 31 percent.
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A total of 1,917 deceased shareholders whose shares had not 
been transferred were reported by 299 companies (see table 7). 
The average number per company was 6, or 5 percent of the 
average total number of stockholders. For about four-fifths of 
the companies the estate shareholders numbered 10 or less. The 
highest number reported was 43, in which case it represented 31 
percent of the total shareholders.
Variations and Changes in Producer Members 
The foregoing tables indicate the extent to which the member­
ship of individual companies has become honeycombed because 
of death, change of residence, or retirement from farming of the 
original shareholders. The organizations usually are not un­
mindful of the trend of their membership. Nearly half of them 
stated that non-producer stockholding was a problem. The effects 
of this gradual shifting of members from the producing group 
to the non-producing group is revealed by an analysis of the 
number of producer members which individual companies have, 
the proportion they are of the total membership, and the change 
that has taken place in these figures since 1921.
Figures regarding numbers of producer members are presented 
in table 8 for 299 companies for which comparable figures were 
available for 1921 and 1931.
TABLE 8.— NUMBER OF PRODUCER MEMBERS IN 1931 AND CHANGE IN 
PRODUCER MEMBERS SINCE 1921 IN 299 IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Number of 
producer mem­
bers in 1931
1931 1921 Change in per- certange of com­
panies in each 
class since 1921
Number of 
companies
Percentage 
o f companies
Number of 
companies
I Percentage 
| o f companies
Less than 25 6 2 3 1 +  1
25- 49 47 16 17 6 +  10
50- 74 66 22 45 15 +  7
75- 99 63 21 39 13 +  8
100-124 43 14 55 19 —  4
125-149 29 10 38 13 —  3
150-174 21 7 28 9 —  2
175-199 7 2 33 11 —  9
200-224 8 2 13 4 —  2
225-249 5 2 8 3 —  1
250-274 2 1 7 2 —  2
27 5 and over 2 1 13 4 —  4
Total 299 100 299 100
Average num-
ber o f producer
members per
company 97 129
Decrease in average since 1921— 32 per company.
Percentage decrease— 25.
The outstanding facts revealed by this table are: (1) the 
average number of producer members per company decreased 
from 129 in 1921 to 97 in 1931, a decrease of 25 percent. (2) The 
number of companies with large producer membership decreased,
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TABLE 9 — NUMBER OF PRODUCER MEMBERS IN 1921 AND CHANGES IN 
TOTAL AND IN PRODUCER MEMBERS SINCE 1921, FOR 
299 IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Number of 
producer mem­
bers in 1921
Number of 
companies
Total members Producer members
Av. per company Percentage change 
since 1921
Av. per company Percentage change 
since 19211921 1931 1921 1 1931
Less than 50 20 51 57 + 12 I 36
1
1 40 + u
50- 99 84 83 84 +  1 ■  73 61 I H I 16
100-149 93 132 127 —  4 1 121 1 95 — 22
150-199 61 191 172 — 10 Jg 176 1 126 — 28
200-249 21 233 193 — 17 1 219 I 143 — 35
250 and over 20 328 244 — 26 1  312 1 187 — 40
All companies 299 146 134 —  8 I 129 
1
I1 97 — 25
while the number of those with small memberships increased. In 
1921 about 3 out of 10 companies had less than 100 producer 
members, whereas in 1931, 6 out of 10 fell into this group.
According to table 9, relatively heavy losses of both producer 
and total members occurred among the companies that had large 
memberships in 1921. The turnover of members is likely to be 
high in such cases, because the membership usually includes 
relatively large proportions of farmers who have only a lukewarm 
interest in the organization and of tenants and other farmers who 
are less permanently established in the community. Most or­
ganizations called upon to transfer a large .amount of stock have 
been unable since 1921 to find eligible buyers in sufficient numbers 
to absorb the stock of all the members who became ineligible or 
who desired to terminate their membership. As a result, much 
stock was retained by members after they became ineligible, and 
many others who desired to withdraw their capital sold their 
stock, often at a considerable discount, to whomever they could. 
Excessive concentrations of stock are likely to occur under such 
circumstances.
Many of the companies that had small memberships in 1921 
had just been organized or reorganized about that time and had, 
therefore, not yet ceased their membership-building efforts.
If the shifting of producers to the non-producer class, indicated 
by these figures, continues as it has during the past 10-year 
period, the membership structure of many companies will be 
seriously weakened, and an increasing number of companies will 
pass out of the ranks of farmers ’ elevators.
Variations in Proportion of Producer Members
The foregoing tables show the situation with respect to abso­
lute numbers of active members. But what proportion are they 
of the total membership ? How many companies have high pro­
portions, and how many low proportions ? How do the propor­
tions in 1931 compare with those in 1921? These questions are
19
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TABLE 10.— PERCENTAGE PRODUCER MEMBERS W ERE OF TOTAL MEMBER­
SHIP IN  1931 AND CHANGES SINCE 1921 FOR 299 IOW A FARM ERS’ 
ELEVATORS
Producer members 
(percentage of 
total membership 
1931)
1931 1921 Change in per­
centage o f com­
panies in each 
group since 1921
Number of 
companies
P erc't ’ e of 
companies
Number of 
companies
Perc’t 'e  of 
companies
Less than 60 22 8 4 i +  6
50-59 20 7 3 i +  6
60-69 61 20 9 3 +  17
70-79 97 32 24 8 + 24
80-89 79 26 40 13 +  13
90 and over 20 7 219 74 — 67
Total 299 100 299 100
Active members, all|
companies—per-
centage of total
members 73 91
answered by table 10. The simple average for 299 companies 
dropped from 91 percent in 1921 to 73 percent in 1931.
The number of active members was equal to at least 80 percent 
of the total membership for seven out of eight companies in 1921, 
but for only one out of three in 1931. In 22 cases the number 
of active members did not equal the number of non-producer 
members. The number of companies with low percentages of 
active members is increasing.
The average age of these 299 companies in 1921 was 11.6 years. 
Many of them were organized during the years, 1915 to 1920.
EXCEPTIONS TO GENERAL TREND 
The figures presented indicate that the average number of 
active members per company and the proportion of active to 
total members is decreasing at an alarming rate. The losses of 
active members because of termination of membership and be­
cause of shifts to the non-producer class, far exceed the gains 
from additions of new members.
One-Third of Companies Increased Total Membership 
The situation, however, has an encouraging aspect. That there 
are exceptions to this general trend is indicated by the figures in 
table 11 which show that one-third of the companies increased 
their total membership an average of 35 members per company 
during the period mentioned. For half of them, however, the in­
creases ranged from 1 to 20 members per company. The highest 
increase reported was 377 members.
Two-thirds of the companies, however, show decreases in mem­
bership which average 36 per company, the highest being 391. 
The decreases^ of nearly three-fourths of the companies range 
from 1 to 40. The net change for all of these companies, as pre­
viously stated, was a decrease of 12 members per company, or 
8 percent.
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TA BLE  11.— CHANGE IN NUMBER OF TOTAL MEMBERS SINCE 1921 FOR 
299 FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Change in number o f members Number of Percentage of
since 1921 companies companies
Decreases:
101 and over 17 5
81-100 2 1
61- 80 14 5
41- 60 20 7
21- 40 46 15
1- 20 99 33
Total 198 66
Increases:
1- 20 51 17
21- 40 26 9
41- 60 5 2
61- 80 10 3
81-100 9 3
Total 101 34
Grand total 299 100
Highest decrease „1..................... ........... ............................................................... ............................ 391
Average decrease for companies showing decreases.............................. ..............................  36
Highest increase ........................1.................................................. ............................. .......................  377
Average increase for companies showing increases......................... ................................... 35
A majority of the large decreases occurred with reorganization. 
The large increases, however, occurred largely as a result of the 
operation of policies designed to build up the membership, which 
policies in some cases reflect changes brought about through re­
organization.
TA BLE  12.— CHANGE IN NUMBER OF PRODUCER MEMBERS SINCE 1921 
FOR 299 FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Change in number of active Number of Percentage of
members companies companies
Decrease:
121 or over 13 4
101-120 11 4
81-100 15 5
61- 80 28 9
41- 60 46 15
21- 40 65 22
1- 20 59 20
Total 237 79 '
No change 7 z
Increase:
1- 20 31 11
21- 40 12 4
41- 60 7 2
61- 80 1 *
81-100 1 *
101-120 0 0
121 and over 3 1
Total 55 19
Grand total
.
299 100
*Less than 0.5.
36 
32
Highest in crease ....................................  202
Highest decrease ............... ...................  232
Average o f decreases............................. 48
Average o f increases.. 
Average net decrease..
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Many Companies Increased Producer Membership
Exceptions, though not so numerous, are also found to the 
general trend with reference to the active membership. Where­
as one-third of the companies increased their total membership 
since 1921, table 12 shows that about one-fifth of them also in­
creased their active membership since that date. Nearly three- 
fourths of the decreases in active members ranged from 1 to 60, 
and four-fifths of the increases ranged from 1 to 40 per company. 
The decreases averaged 48 per company ; the increases averaged 
36. The net change was a decrease of 32 members per company, 
or 25 percent.
SUMMARY
The data regarding the membership situation are presented in 
considerable detail in order not only to present the facts with 
reference to the various aspects of the situation, but to call atten­
tion to some of those aspects that are likely to be overlooked. The 
outstanding facts revealed by these figures may be summarized 
as follows:
1. Over one-third of the companies have a total membership 
of less than 100, but more important is the fact that 6 out of 10 
have less than 100 producer members, and nearly one out of five 
have less than 50. The membership o f many companies is too 
small to enable them to carry out effectively the purpose of a 
cooperative organization. Neither is the membership of some of 
them large enough to give the organization the prestige and im­
portance which is necessary if it is to be regarded as representing 
the farmers of the community, nor large enough to assure the 
organization of a volume of business large enough to enable it 
to effect significant economies in operating costs.
2. Of still more importance is the fact that for over one-third 
of the companies the active members represent less than 60 per­
cent of the total membership, and that the number .and propor­
tion of active members has decreased at an alarming rate since 
1921. Many companies are fast approaching the point where 
non-producers will outnumber the producer members. A con­
siderable number of companies were not considered farmers’ 
elevators because they were no longer controlled by producers.
3. Although some stock was originally sold to non-producers, 
the non-producer ranks are increasing each year as active mem­
bers move out of the community, die, or retire from farming. 
The proportion of non-producers is increasing because of neglect 
or inability tor shift to new members the stock of members who 
cease farming in the community. Over half of the non-producers 
consist of members who have moved out of the community, but
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whose stock has not been transferred. The more widely scattered 
such stockholders become, the more difficult it is for the organiza­
tion to maintain its cooperative status and to retain the support 
of farmers. In some cases the members have become so scattered 
that it is impossible to get a legal quorum to transact business at 
stockholders ’ meetings.
4. The larger the producer membership was in 1921, the 
greater has been the loss of members, and particularly producer 
members, since 1921. The reason for this behavior is that the 
larger the membership, the larger the proportion of tenants and 
other less permanently established farmers included in the mem­
bership. As a result, a relatively large number of members have 
become ineligible each year, and it has been impossible in recent 
years to obtain enough new members to absorb the stock of those 
who became ineligible, hence it had to be absorbed by o'ld mem­
bers, by non-producers, or by the company, or retained by in­
eligible members.
5. The fact that many companies have not only maintained 
but have increased their active membership since 1921 is both 
encouraging and instructive. Information regarding plans of 
organization and membership policies of such companies should 
be of value to other companies. (See Part III.)
Before discussing the factors that have contributed to the 
maintenance of satisfactory membership situations, it is pertinent 
at this point to discuss how important it is for a 'cooperative 
organization to maintain a large and active membership. Can an 
organization which has a small number of members contribute 
materially to carrying out a program designed to improve the 
economic relationship between farmers generally and their 
market ? What relationship exists between the number of mem­
bers an organization has and its volume of business? How es­
sential is it for a cooperative organization to control its member­
ship, or for farmers to control the organization? A discussion 
of these questions follows in Part II.
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PART II. CONSEQUENCES OF FAILU RE TO M A IN ­
TA IN  PRODUCER M EM BERSHIP
In view of the extensive drop in the proportion of producer 
members during the 10-year period, 1921-1931, revealed by the 
survey of Iowa farmers’ elevators, the question arises, What con­
sequences, if any, followed or may follow this decline ? A loss 
of active members in any organization is ordinarily regarded as 
a bad thing for the organization. I f such losses continue long 
enough, the organization ceases to exist as a cooperative organi­
zation. On the other hand, if its membership continues to in­
crease, its influence and prestige are likely to increase, and con­
sequently its effectiveness in carrying out its objectives improve. 
It may, in fact, perform additional and more important functions 
and in general broaden its scope of operations as a result.
MEMBERSHIP AND VOLUME OF BUSINESS
The first essential, however, is that the enterprise be assured 
of commercial success, hence it must be entrusted with a volume 
of business large enough to bring about economies in marketing 
costs and to enable.it to “ merchandise”  effectively the products 
handled.
Private dealers attract volume by rendering satisfactory ser­
vice, and by advertising and soliciting trade.
A cooperative organization presumably obtains its volume of 
business through the voluntary consent of its members, who or­
ganize for the purpose of marketing their products cooperatively. 
Naturally, the larger the membership, the larger the volume of 
business.
Farmers’ organizations, however, are not all motivated to the 
same extent by a cooperative purpose. Yet, if they are coopera­
tive at all, there should be some correlation between size of mem­
bership and volume of business. Failure of these factors to show 
close association may be regarded as an index of a lack of coopera­
tive purpose.
Although an appraisal of the cooperative character of farmers ’ 
elevators will be made later on, it is here desired to determine 
what relationship, if any, exists between size of membership and 
volume of business.
In this part of the analysis, the number of active producer 
members per square mile of trade territory was used as an index 
of the extent to which the organization membership included all 
farm operators^ in the territory—i. e., density of producer mem­
bers. Twjo analyses were made, one to determine the relationship 
between density of producer members and sales of sidelines such 
as coal, feed and other supplies, and the other to determine the 
relationship between density of producer members and the pro-
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TABLE 13.— RELATION SH IP BETW EEN NUMBER OF PRODUCER MEMBERS 
AND VOLUM E OF SIDELINE SALES P E R  SQUARE M ILE OF 
TRADE TERRITORY
Producer members per square mile 
of trade territory
Number of 
companies
Sideline sales per 
square mile o f trade 
territory
Less than 1.0 41 $533
1.0-1.4 74 630
1.5-1.9 74 704
2.0-2.4 48 888
2.5-2.9 21 968
3.0-3.4 19 812
3.5 and over 14 995
All companies 291 733
portion of grain shipments handled by farmers’ elevators at 
points where farmers ’ elevators operate in competition with other 
grain dealers.
Membership Density and Volume of S deline Business
The relationship between density of producer members and 
volume of sideline sales per square mile is indicated by the figures 
in table 13. Volume of sales rose from $533 per square mile to 
$995 as producer membership rose from less than 1 to 3.5 or over 
per square mile. Increases in volume follow increases in member 
density consistently until a density of about 2,5 is reached, after 
which point further volume increases are uncertain.
Although it has not been possible to isolate the influence of 
competition or of the total volume of sideline business in the 
community, the gross relationship is so close that considerable 
significance can be attached to it.
To be sure, doubling or tripling the number of producer mem­
bers did not result in doubling or tripling the volume of sideline 
sales. It is likely that as the number of producer members ap­
proaches 100 percent of the farm operators in the community, an 
increasing number of those who purchase relatively little supplies 
are brought into the organization. Then, too, membership in 
many cases carries with it little or no obligation to patronize the 
organization, and as the membership increases, an increasing 
number of less loyal farmers are drawn into the organization; 
and some companies with a small active membership may succeed 
in attracting a proportionate share of the business of non-mem­
bers as well as of members, and thus handle a considerable pro­
portion of the total business. .
Membership Density and Proportion of Grain Business
Handled
Even more conclusive results were obtained when the relation­
ship between density of producer members and the proportion 
of the^station shipments of grain handled by farmers’ elevators 
was analyzed. Only companies which had one local grain com-
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TABLE 14.— RELATIONSHIP BETW EEN DENSITY OF PRODUCER MEMBERS 
AND PERCENTAGE OF TO TA L CORN AND OATS SHÏPMENTS FROM 
STATION HANDLED BY 81 FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Producer^ members per square 
mile of territory
Number of 
companies
Percentage of corn and oats, shipments 
handled by farm ers’ elevators
Less than 1.0 12 62
1.0-1.4 27 64
1.5-1.9 17 73
2.0-2.4 11 77
2.5-2.9 8 73
3.0 and over 6 81
All companies 81 69
petitor were included in this analysis. The percentage of the 
total corn and oats shipments from the station which was shipped 
by the farmers’ elevator during a given period6 was used as an 
index of the latter ’& competitive strength with respect to the 
grain business. The percentage of total shipments which was 
handled by farmers’ elevators rose from 62 to 81 as producer 
membership increased from less than one to three or more per 
square mile.
Since much less than 30 or 40 percent of the business in most 
Iowa communities would hardly support a grain business, the 
percentage which a farmers’ elevator, if it is to remain in busi­
ness itself or if it is to have a competitor, is likely to handle, 
cannot fall much below 30 percent or rise much over 70 percent. 
The foregoing results are, therefore, of considerable significance.
Here again, the increases in volume are not proportional to 
increases in membership density. The reasons for this behavior, 
as discussed in connection with sideline volume, apply with even 
greater force, and in addition, while most farmers buy coal, feeds 
and other supplies, not all (and in some communities relatively 
few) of them produce grain for sale.
Membership Has Influence Independent of Management
As noted, a fairly close relationship exists between density of 
members and volume of business. Since it has not been possible 
to isolate the influence of the management factor, however, a 
question arises as to whether or not both high density of members 
and large volume are the results of good management. A well 
managed company which is able to render good service, pay a 
high price for grain, and at the same time maintain a favorable 
dividend record and financial condition, will attract both mem­
bers and business.
Table 15 shows that the dividend record is only slightly better 
for the companies with the higher membership densities than for
6In the case o f  some companies, only a single year’s business was avai’able, but in 
many cases, several years’ shipments were used as a basis.
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TA BLE  ^ .-^R E L A T IO N SH IP  BETW EEN DENSITY OF PRODUCER MEMBERS, 
FIN AN CIAL CONDITION AND DIVIDEND RECORD OF 
291 FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Producer
members
per
square mile
Average number 
o f years dividends 
was paid on stock 
in 10 years, 
1921-1931
Current assets 
per dollar of 
liabilities
Book value of 
each dollar of 
capital stock 
outstanding
Percentage o f com­
panies that _ paid 
patronage dividends 
in 10-year period
Less than 1.0 4.8 $1.96 $1.71 6.2
1.0-1.4 4.5 1.64 1.65 14.5
1.5-1.9 3.6 1.59 1.68 4,4
2.0-2.4 5.1 2.00 1.56 20.5
2.5-2.9 5.7 2.18 1.45 47.1
3.0 and over 4.8 1.89 1.36
'
45.2
those with the lower densities. The financial condition as re­
flected by the number of dollars of current assets per dollar of 
liabilities, is likewise about the same. All groups increased their 
outstanding capital stock since 1921. The accumulated surplus 
per dollar of capital stock is lower for the high density groups, 
probably because more of their profits had been paid out as 
patronage dividends.
The patronage dividend record is decidedly more favorable for 
the high density groups. This fact suggests that the latter may 
have had more profits to distribute. They more likely, however, 
merely distributed a larger part of their earnings in the form of 
patronage dividends, which is especially true in case of organiza­
tions whose membership consists largely or exclusively of pro­
ducers.
This suggests that both the high density of producer members 
and the large volume of business may be the result of paying 
patronage dividends. This aspect of the question will be dis­
cussed later. That density of producer members exerts an in­
dependent influence on volume of business is borne out by obser­
vation. Patronage dividends, like good management, of course, 
attract both members and volume, but of two organizations 
equally well managed and paying the same patronage dividends, 
the one with the higher density of producer members will tend 
to have the larger volume of business. Farmers who buy stock 
in farmers’ elevators tend, by and large, to be motivated by con­
siderations of community interest and benefits to be derived 
through cooperation to a larger extent than do patrons who do 
not buy stock. They are likely to be more loyal than Uon-member 
patrons because of the legitimate desire to protect their invest­
ment, if for no other reason.
Table 16 shows that whereas 53 percent of the companies with 
the lowest density of producer members complained of disloyalty, 
only 23 and 25 percent, respectively, of the two highest density 
groups^made such complaints, in spite of the fact that the latter
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TABLE 16— RELATIONSH IP BETW EEN DENSITY OF PRODUCER MEMBERS 
AND LOYALTY OF MEMBERS AND COMPETITION
Producer 
members 
per square 
mile of 
territory
Number
of
companies
in
group
Companies
with
local com­
petition 
(Percentage)
Companies 
with local 
competition 
which com­
plained of 
disloyalty o f 
members 
(Percentage)
Companies 
reporting 
strong com­
petition from  
other stations 
(Percentage)
Average 
number of 
other stations 
offering 
strong 
competition
Less than 1.0 41 38 53 57 1.05
1.0-1.4 74 41 42 62 1.03
1.5-1.9 74 38 32 50 0.70
2.0-2.4 48 40 28 53 0.82
2.5-2.9 21 46 23 33 0.37
3.0 and over 33 54
'■Mi
25 37 0.51
groups more frequently have local competition. Farmers ’ eleva­
tors with high density of producer members are also less likely 
to encounter strong competition from neighboring shipping 
points.
On the basis of the relationships which exist between number 
of members and volume of business, as revealed by the foregoing 
analysis, it may be concluded that a large active membership in a 
farmers ’ elevator contributes to its chances of achieving the high­
est success from the point of view of its commercial operations. 
Unless its commercial operations are successful, the organization 
cannot hope to achieve its purpose, i.e., to enhance the market 
returns of farmers through cooperation. One of the most im­
portant economies frequently realized through cooperative or­
ganizations arises because they attract a larger volume of business 
than any one of several competing dealers is able to attract. 
Farmers| elevators appear to be exploiting such economies to the 
extent to which they succeed in banding together large groups of 
farmers into individual organizations. Such organizations would, 
in the course of time, tend to reduce the number of dealers 
handling a given aggregate volume of business, whereas organiza­
tions which fail to consolidate the available volume may enhance 
the costs of marketing by increasing the number of dealers and 
reducing the volume of business of each. The greater the loyalty 
of members, the smaller the number of members required to place 
the organization in a position of economic advantage; but the 
greater the number of loyal members, the greater the economic 
advantage to the organization and to the members.
The payment of patronage dividends and the presence in the 
organization of other cooperative features undoubtedly constitute 
important inducements which attract both members and patron­
age. This aspect of the question will be discussed in Part III. 
Attention is now turned to a consideration of the effect that 
failure to maintain membership has upon the cooperative char­
acter of the organization.
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MEMBERSHIP AND COOPERATIVE CHARACTER 
Cooperatives Tend to Revert
The gradual loss of producer members in reality means that 
the organization is gradually losing its cooperative direction or 
character. Many an organization which has had a satisfactory 
cooperative purpose at the outset, and has attained a satisfactory 
position as to loyalty, membership and volume of business, has 
suffered subsequent decadence as a cooperative organization.
Such reversions may occur because directors neglect to exercise 
necessary precautions, because of faulty organization structures, 
or because of factors beyond the control of the organization.
Tangible evidence of a tendency toward such decadence is the 
development of a conflict of interest among the members because 
of failure to terminate the membership of those who cease to be 
producers, or who develop interests which are not in Harmony 
with the cooperative purpose of the organization.
Such a conflict of interests may develop even among producer 
members, but it is almost certain to develop in an organization 
which admits or retains non-producers as members. Whatever 
may have been the reasons which created circumstances favorable 
for the development of a conflict of interests, once it has devel­
oped, interests opposed to the original cooperative purpose may 
prevail to such an extent as to result in changes in business 
policies, in increasing laxness in enforcing cooperative features, 
and, in short, in changes in the fundamental character of the 
enterprise. Such changes decrease the inducements for farmers 
to become members, and some of those who are members may 
withdraw, resulting in further reductions in producer members 
and in further increases in the proportion of non-producer mem­
bers. This vicious downward spiral, once it gets started, is likely 
to gain momentum as it proceeds.
Shift is Gradual
The shift of members to a non-producer status takes place 
gradually. The removal or retirement of a few members each 
year is likely to pass unnoticed, until the cumulative effects of 
such shifts over a period of years begins to be felt in terms of 
loss of loyalty, members and volume of business.
In actual practice, the presence of a few non-producer mem­
bers, especially if they are sympathetic to the organization, is 
not likely to be viewed with alarm; and even a somewhat larger 
number of non-producer members may not result in any im­
portant or immediate changes in policy or in the commercial 
success of. the organization. Hence, incentives to enforce by-law 
provisions promptly and strietly are not likely to be felt until 
the situation has gone beyond control. The only alternative then
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TABLE 17.— RELATIONSHIP BETW EEN PROPORTION OF MEMBERS W HO ARE 
NON-PRODUCERS AND PROPORTION OF COMPANIES REPORTING THAT 
NON-PRODUCER STOCKHOLDING IS A  PROBLEM
Non-producer members Number of
Companies reporting that non-producer
stockholding is a problem
(Percentage o f total 
members)
companies
reporting Number Percentage of those reporting
'
10 or less 17 .4 24
11-20 72 17 24
21-30 88 41 47
31-40 56 27 48
41-50 22 15 68
51-60 14 11 79
Total 269 115 43
is to reorganize or wait until the charter expires, when a new 
start may be made. The extent to which conflicts of interests 
may develop is revealed by the sharp clashes which frequently 
occur at the time reorganizations or charter renewals are at­
tempted.
That a serious situation has developed among Iowa farmers’ 
elevators in this respect is recognized by many managers and 
officials and probably even more so by farmers themselves. Table 
17 shows that the greater the percentage of non-producers, the 
larger the proportion of companies reporting it as a problem. 
The table also shows that a considerable proportion of the com­
panies even with a slight dilution of non-producers consider it a 
problem, and, conversely, a considerable proportion of those with 
high dilutions do not consider it a problem. The latter are com­
panies which are the least cooperative in character.
The data in table 18 further support the conclusion that low 
proportions of producer members are associated with a low de­
gree of cooperative performance, and, conversely, high propor­
tions are associated with a higher degree of cooperative per­
formance.
TABLE 18—RELATIONSH IP BETW EEN PROPORTION OF MEMBERS WHO ARE 
PRODUCERS AND SELECTED MEASURES OF COOPERATIVE 
PU RPOSE OF 291 FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Producer 
members 
(percentage 
of total 
members)
Number
of
companies
Non-resi­
dent mem­
bers (per­
centage 
of total 
members)
Companies 
under co­
operative 
laws (per­
centage)
Companies 
limiting 
dividends 
on stock 
tor 8%  or 
less (per­
centage)
Companies 
that paid 
any pat­
ronage 
dividends 
1921-1931 
(percent­
age)
Percentage 
of grain 
handled 
received 
from  
members
Less than 50 16 32 44 6 7 42
50-59 20 26 30 10 10 50
60-69 „ 61 17 57 16 9 54
70-79 96 13 64 33 21 56
80-89 77 7 65 37 24 58
90 and over 21 6 57 33 24 60
All companies 291 14 59 28 17 55
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PART III. FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO M EM BER­
SHIP SITUATIO N
The analysis up to this point shows that the membership of 
Iowa farmers’ elevators in 1931 varied widely both in numbers 
and in composition, and that the general trend apparent since 
1921 with reference to both was unfavorable. Numerous excep­
tions to the general trend have, however, been noted, and some 
companies have been unusually successful in dealing with the 
membership problem.
Many factors undoubtedly contribute to the creation of desir­
able, as well as of undesirable membership situations, and an 
examination of the attendant circumstances in each case should 
lead to some conclusions as to what the important casual factors 
are. Just as thrifty melon and cabbage plants have been found 
in disease-infested fields from which disease-resistant strains have 
been propagated, so should it be possible to find farmers’ elevators 
that have resisted the ravages not only of depressions but of 
other maladies to which cooperative organizations tend to be 
subject. The experience of such companies should suggest what 
organization structures, member relationships, and other devices 
are likely to contribute most to successful cooperation among 
farmers.
Cooperatives have no choice but to adjust and adapt them­
selves to the factors over which they have no control. On the 
other hand, many of the factors may be controlled. .To the 
extent to which the behavior of all of them is understood, in­
telligent choice may be made of policies and practices that are 
best adapted to the circumstances.
Among the external factors beyond the control of local organ­
izations are | business cycles and depressions; changes in trans­
portation methods; changes in types of farming, such as shifts 
from grain selling to livestock feeding; changes in market outlets, 
i. e., development of decentralized feeder and processing markets; 
improvements in grain standardization and market news.
These factors, although external, nevertheless affect the farm­
er’s need for cooperative organizations, the volume of his pur­
chases and sales, and his ability to finance cooperatives; the 
ability of business units to earn profits, to collect and pay debts, 
and to finance their operations. Business organizations must 
adapt themselves to such changes, or they encounter serious dif­
ficulties. Most of the foregoing questions are outside the scope 
of this study, but the effect of the depression upon the member­
ship situation is given some attention.
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EFFECT OF DEPRESSION AND AGE OF COMPANY ON 
MEMBERSHIP SITUATION
W as the Experience Regarding Membership Since 1921
Normal?
Data for 242 companies at three different points of time— at 
time of organization, 1921, and in 1931, indicate that the trend 
regarding total membership since 1921 was the reverse of that 
preceding 1921. The membership of this gronp of companies 
increased 28 percent between the time of organization and 1921, 
but declined about 8 percent since 1921. The experience with 
respect to producer members shows a much greater decline since 
1921, and a somewhat smaller increase previous to that date.
It must be remembered that the period preceding 1921 was a 
period of great activity in the organization of farmersl elevators.7 
Enthusiasm ran high, rising prices made profits more certain, 
dividend payments were good and farmers were financially able 
to buy stock. I f  a member moved away, it was relatively easy 
for him to transfer his stock to other producers in the community.
The situation has changed since 1921. The slump of 1921 
caught many elevators full of high priced grain which it was 
impossible ’to ship because of car shortages, and which it was 
impossible to hedge because the futures market had been sus­
pended. Profits were much more uncertain, the shares of many 
companies fell below par, and farmers were less able to buy them. 
Many of the companies continued for a time to buy the shares of 
those who moved away, but in cases where they were unable to 
transfer them to new members they were compelled to discontinue 
buying the shares. Many a member was impelled for financial 
reasons to sell his shares, and if the company was unable to buy 
them, the member, if he succeeded in selling them at all, sold them 
to whomever he could. Moreover, considerable stock was taken 
up by some companies in settlement of debts owed by members, 
which further decreased the number of active members.
The decline in membership since 1921 cannot, however, be 
attributed entirely to the economic conditions which prevailed 
since that time. The companies which survived until 1931 had 
added 10 years to their age, during which period undesirable 
membership policies had exerted considerable influence. More­
over, not all cotnpanies had the same experience.
It will, therefore, be of interest to note the variations in the 
membership situation that accompany variations in the age of the 
organization. '
7Nourse, E. G. F ifty years o f  fanners’ elevators in Iowa. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta., 
Bui, 211:250. 1923.
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TABLE 19.— RELATION SH IP BETW EEN AGE OF S13 COMPANIES AND 
PROPORTION OF TO TA L MEMBERS W HO W ERE PRODUCERS
Age of company in 1931 
(years)
Number of 
companies
Producer members—  
percentage o f  total members
7 or less u 878-11 39 77
12-15 58 74
16-19 42 66
20-23 63 71
24-27 89 67
28 and over 11 65
All companies 313 75
Effect of Age on Membership Situation
The age of the organization may effect the total number of 
members, and the proportions among the different elements that 
make up the membership.
Table 19 shows the relationship between age of the company 
and the ratio of producer members to total members for 313 
companies in operation in 1931. The percentage dropped from 
87 for the groups 7 years old or less to 66 for the groups 16-19 
years old, which were approaching the end of their charter 
period, usually of 20 years ’ duration. The average age of the 
youngest group of companies in 1931 was 5 years and of the 
latter group 17 years; hence this drop of 21 points occurred in 
12 years. Some improvement occurs following reorganization 
or renewal of charters, but the downward trend is resumed soon 
afterward. What the result may be by the end of the second 
charter period cannot be demonstrated because of lack of data, 
but it appears as if it might drop below the figure which was 
reached at the end of the first charter period.
Would age have had the same effect had there been no depres­
sion ? This question cannot be answered directly, but the proba­
bilities are indicated by table 20, which shows the effect of age 
previous to 1921 for 454 companies which were in operation in 
1921. Again the producer members as a percentage of total 
members dropped by the end of the charter period, but only about 
half as many points as in the previous case. A tendency for the 
percentage to rise somewhat with the beginning of the new charter 
period is again apparent.
TABLE 20.— RELATION SH IP BETW EEN AGE OF 454 COMPANIES IN OPERA­
TION IN 1921 AND PROPORTION OF MEMBERS W HO W ERE 
PRODUCERS IN 1921
Age o f company in 1921 
(years)
Number of 
companies
Producer members—  
percentage o f total* members
3 or less 168 97
4- 7 68 948-11 65 89
12-15 112 87
16-19 34 8420 and over 7 87
All companies 454 93
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Less + over
AGEL OF OEGANIZATION (Years)
Fig. 2. Effect o f  age o f  organization on percentage o f  members \tfho are active 
producers.
Cufve A : Percentage o f members who were producers in  1921 for 454 companies 
in operation in 1921.
Curve B : Percentage o f  members who were producers in 1931 for 313 companies 
in operation in 1931.
A significant fact revealed by this table is that in spite of the 
relatively favorable circumstances prevailing previous to 1921, 
disintegrating forces were operating, and the older the company 
the further had the disintegration gone, checked somewhat tem­
porarily by such changes as are made at the time of charter re­
newal or reorganization.
Curves based on the two foregoing tables are presented in fig. 2. 
The slope of the curves represents the effect of age, and the d if­
ference in their steep n ess  represents the d ifferen ce  in the effect 
of age since 1921 as compared with its effect previous to 1921.
TABLE 21.:—PROPORTION  OF MEMBERS W HO W ER E  PRODUCERS IN 1931
COMPARED W ITH PROPORTION  WHO W ER E  PRODUCERS IN 1921, FOR 
299 FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS WHICH W ERE IN OPERATION AT 
BOTH DATES, CLASSIFIED BY AGE
Age of
companies in 1931 
(years)
Number of 
companies
Producer members—l 
percentage of total mem­
bership
In 1931 In 1921
Percentage 
1931 figure is 
o f  1921 figure
11 or less 36 79 97 82
12-15 58 74 95 78 ■
16-19 42 68 89 76
20-23 63 71 89 80
24-27 89 66 87 76
28 and over 11 63 90 70
All companies 299 73 91 80
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AGt OF ORGANIZATION (Years)
Fig. 3. Change in 10 years in percentage o f  members who are active producers 
for 299 companies classified by age o f company.
In order to show the damage done since 1921 to the member­
ship of the companies in the different age groups, table 21 and 
fig. 3 are presented, which show the percentage that the producer 
members were of the total membership for the same companies 
at the two dates.
The ratio of producer members to total members for the whole 
group of companies dropped from 91 in 1921 to 73 in 1931. The 
ratio dropped more for the companies that were 20 years old or 
over than for those less than 20 years old in 1931. The drop 
was lowest for the youngest group, mainly because most of these 
companies were organized in 1920 and 1921 and were probably 
still building up their membership during the early 20’s. The 
group 20-23 years old in 1931 had renewed their charters or 
reorganized by that time, hence they show less relative decline in 
producer members than the other groups. The group 28 years 
old or over not only had a lower ratio than any other group in
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L
1931, but suffered a larger decline since 1921 than any other 
group, largely because the ratio for this group was high in 1921 
which, in turn, was due to the fact that many of these companies 
had renewed or reorganized by 1921 and had improved their 
membership situation in the process.
Table 22 is a compilation for the same companies included in 
the foregoing tables and charts, but in this case the table shows 
the p ercen ta g e  of companies in each age group which had a higher 
than average percentage of producer members. The decreases 
in this percentage accompanying increases in age are strikingly 
illustrated.
TABLE 2 2 — PROPORTION OF - COMPANIES IN EACH AGE GROUP TH AT HAD 
A HIGHER THAN AVERAG E PERCENTAGE OF PRODUCER 
MEMBERS IN  1931, AND IN 1921
313 companies in operation in 1931 299 companies in operation in 1921
A ge of 
company in 
1931 
(years)
Percentage of companies 
with higher than 
average, percentage of 
producer members— 1931
A ge of ; 
company in 
1921 
(years)
Percentage of companies 
with higher than 
average percentage of 
producer, members— 1921
7 or less j 82 
8-11 75 
12-15 I 58 
16-19 | 51 
20-23 I 49 
24-27 I 44 
28 and oyer 1 36
3 or less 1 83 4-7 1 70 
8-11 1 56 
12-15 I 50 
16-19 47 
20 and over 1 43 11 _________
Thus it appears that the forces operating through time tend 
to bring about a shift of members from the producer to the non­
producer status, and that this process goes on regardless of 
economic conditions. Exceptions to this general trend, however, 
are sufficiently numerous to obscure the real ravages brought 
about in time by undesirable membership policies.
Effect of Age Upon Composition of Membership 
The percentage that the producer members are of the total 
membership is a general index of the extent to which the mem­
bership has disintegrated. The total membership, as already 
indicated, may be divided into two groups—producers and non­
producers—but each of these groups may be further classified 
by tenure and residence. In view of the fact that each of the 
elements composing the total membership behaves differently and 
has a different significance from the point of view of maintaining 
and operating a strong cooperative organization, it should be of 
interest to note the effect that age of company has upon the pro­
portions among these different elements. The results based on 
figures for 178 farmers’ elevators incorporated under cooperative 
laws, are presented in fig. 4. The general tendencies apparent as 
the companies grow older, are as follows:
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1. Owner-operators decrease.
2. Landlords increase somewhat.
3. Tenants decrease sharply.
4. Local non-producers increase considerably.
5. Non-resident members increase almost three times.
6. Deceased shareholders whose shares have not been transferred 
increase considerably.
It should be noted that in most of these groups the general 
trend apparent previous to charter renewal is temporarily inter­
rupted immediately following charter renewal but is promptly 
resumed. At the time of renewal of charters or reorganization, 
the stock of some deceased members and other non-producers is 
taken up, the rate of decline of the owner-operators is checked 
slightly, the proportion of tenants almost doubles, but the pro­
portion of landlords continues to increase.
The greatest shifts which occur as the companies approach 
the end of their charter period are in the proportion of tenants, 
which decreases from 24 percent to 8 percent, and in the propor­
tion of non-residents, which increases from 5 percent to 14 per­
cent. This reflects the fact that the turnover of tenant members 
is more rapid than that of landowners. The proportion of de­
ceased members also increases over five times and, of course, 
draws from all of the other groups. A  significant increase also
Deceased
less over
AGE. OF ORGANIZATION - (Years)
Fig. 4. Effect o f  age o f  organization on. composition o f  membership.
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occurs in local non-producers. Owner-operators shift to all of the 
other groups, but probably most largely to the landlord, local 
non-producer, and non-resident groups.
Does Membership Decrease with Age?
Is the progressive dilution of the membership with non-pro­
ducers as the organizations grow older, indicated by the fore­
going charts, accompanied by a corresponding progressive decline 
in absolute numbers of producers or total members ¥
TA 3LE 23 — RELATIONSH IP BETW EEN AGE OF ORGANIZATION AND NUMBER OF MEMBERS OF 313 FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS IN 1931
Age of company 
(years)
Number^ of 
companies
Total
members
Producer
members
7 or less 8-11 
12-15 
16-19 
20-23 
24-27
28 and over
i i
39
58
42
63
89
11.
62
'98
132
123
124 
144 
157
54
75
98
8188
97102
It appears from table 23 that the reverse is true. It was found, 
however, that the trade territory was larger for the older com­
panies and that they more frequently paid patronage dividends. 
When allowance was made for the latter factors, it was found 
that the membership declines until the organization reaches 20 oi 
21 years of age. (See fig. 5.) The number of members increases 
during the twenty-second and twenty-third years, after which 
time it resumes its downward course. _ .
The temporary improvement in the membership situation which 
follows the twentieth year, reflects the increased attention paid 
to the membership problem by many companies at the time of 
charter renewal. As previously pointed out, most companies 
which have not previously done so, incorporate under the co­
operative law when the charter is renewed, which fact accounts 
for part of the increase in membership following charter renewal. 
The fact that there is not a more pronounced change in member­
ship immediately preceding and following the end of the twentieth 
year is explained by the fact that many companies change to the 
cooperative law before the end of their charter period and the 
further fact that in many cases no attention is paid to the mem­
bership problem even at the time of or following charter renewal.
Whatever the tendency may be for membership to change as 
the age of the organization increases, it must not be confused 
with the tendency apparent since 1921. From 1921 to 1931 the 
total membership declined 8 percent and producer membership 
declined 25 percent.
sIn the case 'o f  the cooperative farm ers’ elevators, the coefficient o f  multiple oor- 
re’ation between square miles o f  trade territory and patronage dividends, the inde­
pendent variables, and total membership, the dependent variable, was 0.94, and 
between the first two factors and producer membership it was 0.95. The relationship 
between trade territory and dividends on stock in the case o f  the ordinary stock 
farmers’ elevators was too small to be significant.
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Fig. 5. Effect o f  age o f organization on number o f members.
Tendencies in Both Directions
Before leaving the discussion regarding the effect of age upon 
composition of membership, it should be clear that the data in­
dicate a general tendency, deviations from which are obscured by 
the use of averages. Both positive and negative deviations from 
this tendency are numerous and wide. Company “ A ”  in tig. 6 
is an example of companies whose membership situation is more 
favorable than average; Company “ B ”  is an example of those 
less favorably situated. Both companies are 24 years old and are 
located in northwestern Iowa in adjoining counties . In case “ B ”  
the membership has become diluted with nearly 50 percent of 
non-producers, particularly non-resident members, whereas in 
case “ A ”  the dilution is negligible. To be sure, not all factors or 
circumstances surrounding both companies are identical, but there 
is no question but that general external circumstances under 
which the two companies operate were qqife similar.
Attention, therefore, must be directed to the internal factors 
under the control of the organization for dn explanation of such 
differences in membership. These factors; have to do primarily 
with the kind of relationships established between the members 
and the organization; the diligence with which cooperative fea­
tures are enforced; the character of local leadership, cooperative 
educational work, and cooperative spirit; obstacles encountered; 
and the character of the services and functions performed by the 
organization.'
The story back of Companies “ A ”  and “ B ”  is substantially 
the same as that back of other companies having a similar experi­
ence regarding membership. This story is unfolded in the follow­
ing analysis of the effect of internal factors on the membership 
situation.
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EFFECT OF INTERNAL FACTORS ON MEMBERSHIP 
SITUATION
It was shown in Part II that loss of producer members may 
result in loss of volume of business and in changes in the coopera­
tive character of the organization, followed by still further losses 
of members. It was also pointed out that the vicious downward 
spiral tending toward the breakdown of the organization as a 
cooperative enterprise, could not start were it not for weaknesses 
in its structure and purpose which permitted conflicts of interests 
to develop.
The purpose here is to examine in detail the other side of the 
dual relationship between membership and cooperative character, 
namely, the effect of cooperative character, organization struc­
ture and member relationships upon the membership. Strong as 
the purpose of a cooperating group may be, if the organization 
through which it attempts to function is faulty, it may fail to 
carry out that purpose because of the influence such weaknesses 
have on the membership.
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Fig. 6. Comparison o f  the composition o f  the membership o f two companies after 
24 years o f operation.
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What internal factors, under the control of the organization, 
then, seem to constitute important inducements for farmers to 
join the organization, and what features or aspects of the organi­
zation tend to facilitate the maintenance of desirable membership 
situations ?
The Organization Set-up
Cooperative and Ordinary Stock Farmers’ Elevators Compared
The first of the internal factors to be discussed is the set-up of 
the organization. Provisions which define the important relation­
ships between the organization and its membership are usually 
embodied in the organization plan. The organization plans used 
by Iowa farmers’ elevators fall into two broad classes—those 
that meet the requirements of present Iowa cooperative laws, and 
those that do not.9 Although wide variations regarding member 
relationships exist within each of these groups, those that qualify 
under the cooperative laws possess features and a point of view 
which distinguish them, as a group, from those incorporated as 
ordinary corporations. These differences are reflected in the 
membership situation of the two groups, selected aspects of which 
are compared in table 24. The comparisons in every case favor 
the companies incorporated under cooperative laws.
The number of members is nearly 50 percent larger, the decline 
in total members over 50 percent less and in producer members 
considerably less for the cooperative companies than for the 
ordinary stock companies. The former also have a higher ratio 
of producer to total members and more producer members per 
square mile than the latter.
Considering the fact that many cooperative companies have 
lost much of their original cooperative character, and the fact 
that some ordinary stock elevators function cooperatively to a
TA BLE  24.— THE MEMBERSHIP SITUATION IN COOPERATIVE FARM ERS’ 
ELEVATORS COMPARED W ITH  TH AT IN ORDIN ARY STOCK 
FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Aspects o f membership situation 
compared
Farmers’ elevators 
incorporated under 
cooperative laws 
(Chs. 389 and 390)
Farmers’ elevators 
incorporated under 
ordinary corporation 
law (Ch. 384)
Number of companies 173 121
Total number o f members 147 107
Producer members 111 75 ’
Producer members— percentage of total 
Percentage change in total members
78
■
70
since 1921
Percentage change in producer mem-
—  6 — 13
bers since 1921 —21 — 29
Producer members per square mile
•
1.9 2.4
9For a comparison o f the laws under which Iowa farm ers’ organizations may 
incorporate see: Robotka, Frank. Cooperating under Iowa cooperative laws. Iowa 
ATgr. Exp. Sta., Cir. 95. 1924.
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TABLE 25.— RELATION SH IP BETW EEN DENSITY OF PRODUCER MEMBERS 
AND COOPERATIVE CHARACTER OF 291 FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
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100
61
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88
94
95 
100
93
46
54
57
60
76
84
96
high degree, these, differences are highly significant. It is ap­
parent that companies incorporated nnder cooperative laws as a 
group tend to attract members more readily than those incor­
porated as ordinary corporations. This is either because the 
carrying out of their purposes requires large memberships, or 
because the cooperative type of organization provides induce­
ments for farmers to join and facilitates the bringing and work­
ing together of large numbers of farmers.
Relationship Between Specific Cooperative Features and Membership
Situation
Further analysis is, therefore, necessary to determine what 
specific elements favor or hinder membership building. Obvious­
ly it is not the law under which a company is incorporated that is 
important in itself, but the cooperative features embodied in the 
set-up and still more important, the degree to which actual per­
formance follows cooperative principles. From this point of view, 
the companies, instead of falling into two homogeneous groups, 
range by imperceptible degrees from one extreme to another. But 
it is impossible to obtain a numerical measure of the degree of 
“ cooperativeness”  of a given organization. The companies were, 
therefore, first classified according to the number of producer 
members per square mile (as an index of the extent to which the 
producer membership has been maintained), and then the co­
operative features associated with each membership density group 
were tabulated. The results are presented in table_25.
Companies that have the highest density of producer members 
rank highest. in cooperative features. It will be noted, however, 
that the low density group ranks fairly high as to som e features— 
for instance, limiting, stockholding. Qualifications limiting mem­
bership to actual farmers, patronage dividend provisions, and 
control of stock transfers, however, appear to be the more im-
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portant factors. The way in which profits are distributed seems 
to be the most important feature. Less than 10 percent of the 
lowest membership density group limits dividends on stock to 
8 percent or less, whereas over 5 times as high a percentage of the 
highest density group thus limits dividends on stock. The pro­
portion of companies which have the patronage dividend feature 
is about twice as large, and the proportion of those which provide 
for the payment of patronage dividends to non-members is nearly 
four times as large, for those with the highest membership density 
as for those with the lowest density.
The mere presence of the features in the articles and by-laws is 
one thing, and actual performance is another. This fact is 
demonstrated when the proportion of companies which provide 
for payment of patronage dividends is compared with the propor­
tion of companies which actually paid one or more patronage 
dividends during the 10 years, 1921-1931. The latter figures rise 
from 6 percent for the lowest density group to 50 percent for the 
highest density group.
The effect of paying patronage dividends to members only and 
to both members and non-members is shown in table 26 for 28 
companies for which data were available.
The effect upon the membership situation of paying patronage 
dividends also to non-members is highly significant. The total 
membership for the 7 companies which did so was 28 percent 
larger than for the 21 companies that paid patronage dividends 
only to members. The number of producer members, however, 
was 38 percent larger for the 7 companies. Differences in the 
changes which occurred in membership since 1921 are particu­
larly striking. Total membership increased 46 percent as against 
13 percent; producer membership increased 44 percent as against 
a loss of 8 percent; the number of producer members per square 
mile is 28 percent larger; the comparison in each case favors 
the 7 companies which permitted non-members to participate in 
patronage dividends.
TA BLE  26.— MEMBERSHIP SITUATION OF COMPANIES TH A T PAID PATRO N ­
AGE DIVIDENDS TO MEMBERS ONLY COMPARED W ITH  TH AT OF 
COMPANIES TH AT PAID PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS ALSO 
TO NON-MEMBERS
Aspects of membership situation
Averages per company for companies that 
paid 3 or more patronage dividends 1921-1931
compared
To members only To members and n on-members
Number of companies 21 7
Total number .of members 221 283
Producer members • 173 23»
Percentage producer membership is of 
total membership 78 85
Change in total members 1921-31 • +  25 +  . 89
Percentage change in total members +  13 46
Change in producer members— 1921-31 ■ f f i  15 - f  73
Percentage change in producer members —  8 -j- 44
Producer members per square mile 2.5 3.2
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TABLE 27.— RELATION SH IP BETW EEN DENSITY OF PRODUCER MEMBERS 
AND OTHER SELECTED ASPECTS OF THE MEMBERSHIP SITUATION
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total
members
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producer
members
Less than 1.0 41 72 50 69 15 16 12 — 25 — 451.0-1.4 74 99 71 72 15 14 14 — 18 — 34
1.5-1.9 74 135 98 73 15 13 15 —  4 — 31
2.0-2.4 48 156 115 74 14 12 17 —  7 — 282.5-2.9 21 178 141 79 10 11 19 +  15 —  1
3.0-3.4 19 232 187 81 10 9 23 +  18 —  1
3.5 and over 14 294 245 83 9 7 25 +  19 —  0.4
High Membership Density Is Index of Desirable Membership Situation
Table 27 shows that companies which have a high density of 
producer members also have a larger absolute number of both 
total members and producer members; a much higher proportion 
of the members are producers, and correspondingly lower pro­
portions are non-resident and non-producer members. It is also 
seen that much of the satisfactory situation regarding member­
ship which prevailed in 1931 was brought about by changes in 
membership which occurred since 1921, in spite of the conditions 
which prevailed since that time. Some companies have increased 
their membership even since 1929.
it is to be noted that the high membership density groups also 
have a relatively high proportion of tenant members. In view of 
the high proportion of tenant farmers in most Iowa surplus grain 
producing areas, the question of how to organize cooperative asso­
ciations so that tenants will participate freely is particularly im­
portant. This question will be discussed further in another 
connection.
Low Par Value of Shares Desirable
The par value of shares of stock is a factor of considerable im­
portance, particularly when times are bad. Low par values in 
recent years made it possible for many farmers to acquire stock 
in farmers’ elevators who otherwise could not have done so. 
When the farmers’ elevator movement started, a high par value 
was needed to raise capital, but the present problem is to re­
plenish depleted membership ranks. Greater dependence must 
be placed upon tenants if a representative portion of the farm 
operators in the community are to become members. High par 
values will not prove attractive to tenants whose residence in the 
community is likely to be relatively short unless they are able to 
withdraw their capital when they leave. Even owner-operators 
and landlords will frequently find a low par value more con-
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TABLE 28.— RELATIONSH IP BETW EEN TH E MEMBERSHIP SITUATION AND 
P A R  V ALU E  OF SHARES OF STOCK
Producer Percentage o f Total Percentage of Number Percentage of
members companies number companies of companiesper square with par value of with par value producer with par value
mile of $50 or less members of $50 or less members o f $50 or less
Less than 1.0 62 Less than 50 50 Less than 50 59
1.0-1.4 72 50- 99 74 50- 99 78
1.5-1.9 88 100-149 88 100-149 922.0-2.4 91 150-199 93 150-199 82
2.5-2.9 92 200-249 83 200 and over 95
3.0-3.4 84 250-299 93
3.5 and over 93 300 and over 88
venient. Yet, any step that tends to relieve members of the 
responsibility to finance their organization is a step in the wrong 
direction.
Table 28 shows that low par values are associated with high 
density of members, high total membership, and high producers ’ 
membership. High par values tend to prevail among the older 
companies and among companies incorporated under ordinary 
corporation laws. As renewals or reorganizations take place, 
however, par values are generally reduced.
Table 29 showrs the number of companies in each of several par 
value classes. For 58 percent of the companies the par value is 
$25.00 or less. The number of companies with a par value of 
$10.00 is increasing. The $1.00 and $5.00 par values reported 
are for shipping associations and general supply organizations 
which also handle grain. The number of companies with a par 
value of $100 is still somewhat large but is decreasing. A  single 
case with a par value of $200 was reported and this has since 
been reduced to $50.
Patronage Dividends Earn Shares for Non-Members
Another practice which makes it easy for patrons to acquire 
shares is to apply patronage dividends toward purchases of stock.
TABLE 29.— PA R  V A L U E  OF SHARES OF STOCK OF 353 FARM ERS’ 
ELEVATORS
Par value 
o f shares
Number of 
companies
Percentage of 
companies
$ 1 2 0.65 1 0.310 31 8.8
12.50 1 0.320 6 1.725 163 46.230 2 0.6
40 1 0.3
50 78 22.1
60 1 0.3100 66 18.7200 1 0.3
Total 353
.
100.0
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Shares can thus be acquired by patrons as they use the organiza­
tion, and where the par value is low, patronage dividends will 
pay for a share in a relatively short time. In 57, or about 17 per­
cent, of the 327 cases reporting on this question, non-members 
are permitted to participate in patronage dividends. However, 
28 percent of the companies incorporated under corporative laws, 
compared with 1.5 percent of those incorporated under ordinary 
corporation laws, have such provisions.
Further available information regarding the handling of pat­
ronage dividends in the case of non-members is given in table 30. 
Four out o f five companies apply patronage dividends on the 
purchase of shares in the case of non-members, and in half the 
eases, non-members participate at half the rate paid members. 
In most of the other cases the rate to non-members is the same 
as to members.
TABLE 30.— METHODS OF PAYM EN T OF PATRON AGE DIVIDENDS TO 
NON-MEMBERS
Rate at which paid
Number of companies and 
method of payment Total
Percentage
Cash
Applied on pur­
chase o f  stock
total
Same as to members 6 17 23 45
One-half of rate paid members 
Not over one-half tate paid
4
'
21 25 49
members
Rate optional with board
1 0 1 2
of directors 0 2 2 4
Total number reporting 11 40 51 100
Much difference of opinion exists with reference to permitting 
non-members to participate in patronage dividends. Objections 
are sometimes raised as to the legality of the practice; other ob­
jections imply that the practice takes away the incentive for non­
members to become members; and, conversely, members object 
because non-members then receive the same benefit as members 
without assuming any of the obligations or risks.
The legal aspect of the question has never been settled in court. 
The cooperative law itself is not clear regarding the matter. In 
any case, if the non-member were required to subscribe for a 
share of stock and were permitted to pay for it out of accumu­
lated patronage dividends, both objections lose weight. In a few 
cases patrons are permitted to pay for stock with notes, which 
may be liquidated out of accumulating patronage dividends.
If the purpose of the organization is to operate strictly in the 
interest of producers, the objections of stockholders to sharing 
profits with Tion-members is less insistent. Stockholders in such 
cases are more insistent upon all eligible producers becoming 
stockholders and adopt such policies as bring about this desirable 
situation. On the other hand, it seems desirable that only such
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non-members as are eligible and who indicate a willingness to 
assume obligations of membership be privileged to participate in 
patronage dividends. In other words, eligible non-members who 
fail to respond after having been given an opportunity to thus 
assume the role of participating members, have no reason to 
expect to participate in the benefits of the organization.
There is danger in automatically making members of all those 
who may happen to patronize the organization. Membership 
thrust upon patrons does not automatically make cooperators of 
them. Cooperative success depends upon intelligent, voluntary 
participation of members in the attainment of pre-determined 
objectives. Patrons cannot be expected to rise to such a status 
without some discussion of such objectives and of the respon­
sibilities which membership entails.
Membership Problem Demands Continuous Attention
Another important consideration is the energy put .forth in 
carrying out the provisions written into the organization plan. 
It is, of course, essential that the organization set-up be such as 
will offer inducements to farmers to join, and which will facilitate 
the getting of new members. But if the plan is not followed up 
energetically it cannot be expected to yield results. Unfortunate­
ly too many companies do not have definite plans for membership 
building. The losses which occur because of death, removal, or 
retirement in any one year are likely to be small and therefore 
easily overlooked.
Policies Regarding Membership Building Vary
Table 31 presents figures showing the distribution by years of 
joining of the members which 16 organizations had in 1931. This 
number of companies represents all of those in existence in 1931 
which were organized from 1906 to 1909, inclusive, for which data 
were available. Of the 2,086 stockholders which these companies 
had in 1931, 45 percent became stockholders in the year of or­
ganization, and 55 percent joined since. The distribution of 
members according to year of joining is interesting. Of the 
total, 42 percent joined previous to 1920, 43 percent joined since 
1920, and the remaining 15 percent joined in the year 1920, which 
seems to be the high point. As far as this group of companies is 
concerned, the period since 1920 has apparently presented no 
serious obstacles to getting new members.
Analysis of the individual cases reveals that a lapse of effort 
to get new members usually follows the original membership 
campaign. At least four distinct policies, however, regarding 
membership building, which are typical of those prevailing more 
or less generally among farmers’ elevators, are indicated. They 
are*(see page 154) :
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TABLE 31.— DISTRIBUTION OF THE STOCKHOLDERS OF 16 FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS ACCORDING TO YEAR OF STOCK PURCHASE
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(1) Making no special attempt to get new members, even at
time of charter renewal. Such new members as are acquired 
resulting almost entirely from transfers of stock. (Cases 2 8 
10, 12, 13, 16.) ’ ’
(2) Making a membership drive at time of charter renewal. 
(Cases 3, 14.)
(3) Making a membership drive whenever circumstances de­
mand or warrant, without waiting until end of charter period 
(Cases 5, 9, 11.) .
(4) Making a more or less continuous effort to get new mem­
bers without a special drive. (Cases 1, 4, 6, 7, 15.)
The companies following policies 3 and 4, with one exception, 
had the largest memberships in 1931, which indicates that the 
membership situation responds favorably to efforts' made to in­
fluence it.
Aggressive Membership Policies Produce Desirable Results 
It cannot be said that these eases are exceptional. Figures 
bearing on this point are presented in table 32 for 299 companies 
which reported whether or not an active policy regarding member­
ship building had been followed. The percentage that the pro­
ducer members are of the total membership is taken as an index 
of the membership situation, the higher the percentage the better 
the situation.
Less than a third of the companies reported making any at­
tempt to maintain or increase their membership. For 95 com­
panies that reported such attempts, the producer membership 
averaged 79 percent of total membership, compared with 70 per­
cent for 204 companies that were inactive regarding their mem-
TABLE 32. COMPARISON OF EFFECT ON PRODUCER MEMBERSHIP r a t i o  
OF A CTIVE AND IN AC TIV E  MEMBERSHIP BUILDING POLICIES FOR  
299 IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS, CLASSIFIED BY AGE
Age o f company 
(years)
Companies follow ing an 
active membership building 
policy
Companies not follow ing an 
active membership building 
policy
Number of 
companies
Producer 
members 
(percentage 
o f total)
Number of 
companies
Producer
members
(percentage
11 or less
12-15
16-19
20-23
24-27
28 and over
12
15
9
29
25
5
83
84 
89 
78 
76 
71
28
41
33
34 
626
77
7268
67
71
67
A ll companies 95 79 || 204 | 70
Average number o f 
producer members, 
1931 113 j 90
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bership. This difference is significant. It represents about as 
much difference as approximately 10 years difference in age 
normally brings about. The average number of producer mem­
bers was 26 percent larger for the active group. Because the 
effort made by many companies reporting an active policy, no 
doubt, was negligible, the difference in results is all the more 
significant.
The table, however, reveals another striking and important fact. 
Such as the efforts were, they failed to overcome the ravages of 
time. On the average, the older the company the lower the pro­
portion of producers to total members. This fact suggests that 
either the efforts made were inadequate, or that obstacles de­
feated the efforts. Continuous effort combined with devices which 
facilitate getting members, it has already been shown, has resulted 
not only in maintaining the membership situation in a satisfac­
tory condition, but in improving it, even during the trying times 
since 1921.
Obstacles, however, which either prevent making such efforts 
or which tend to defeat them, have been brought to light.
Obstacles in W ay of Maintaining Membership 
Financial Condition
The financial condition of the company may prevent con­
trolling or maintaining membership. I f  the financial condition 
is excellent and the shares have been paying regular dividends, 
the holder is reluctant to give them up when he becomes inelig­
ible. Shares of such companies are sought not only by eligible, 
but by ineligible persons. Undesirable concentrations of stock 
which often result in such cases are frequently a source of diffi­
culty for cooperative organizations.
Shares which have become valuable because of accumulated 
surplus are difficult of appraisal, and disputes frequently arise 
regarding the price at which they should be sold to new mem­
bers. Prospective members usually refuse to pay more than par. 
Difficulties are often encountered when attempts are made to 
determine the financial interest of members who become inelig­
ible. At what price should the shares of such members be 
bought! About all that can be done under such circumstances 
is to attempt to find an eligible buyer who is willing to pay what 
the withdrawing member is willing to accept. Usually the num­
ber of transfers that can be made in this manner is not large 
enough to enable the organization to keep all its stock in the 
hands of eligible members.
Furthermore, an organization in good financial condition may 
not feel the need of keeping its stock in the hands of producers 
or of increasing its membership, with the result that few if any 
new members are likely to be added.
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TABLE 33.— AMOUNT OF TREASURY STOCK HELD BY 180 FARM ERS’ 
ELEVATORS
Amount o f treasury 
stock
Number of 
companies
Percentage of 
companies
Less than $1,000 102 56
$1,000-$1,999 33 18
2,000- 2,999 12 7
3,000- 3,999 9 5
4,000- 4,999 9 5
5,000- 5,999 2 i  ^
6,000- 6,999 3 2
7,000- 7,999 3 2
8,000- 8,999 2 1
9,000- 9,999 1 110,000 and over 4 2
Total 180 100
Highest amount reported, $27,672 ; Average, $1,852.
On the other hand, if the financial condition of the company 
and its dividend record are less favorable, the association may be 
unable to sell its shares at all, since new shares cannot legally be 
sold below par. Nor is such an association able to buy or trans­
fer shares of those who move away or retire.
Table 33 indicates that accumulations of treasury stock have 
in some cases reached large sums. Many companies that have 
tried to carry out by-law provisions requiring them to buy the 
stock of- those who become ineligible, have been unable to replace 
such stock among farmers and were forced to discontinue buying 
it. Some of the accumulations of treasury stock, of course, are 
the result of attempts to reduce the outstanding stock in cases 
where too much had been sold or distributed in the form of stock 
dividends.
“Watered Stock”
The financial condition in some cases is an obstacle for still 
other reasons. Most companies which had acquired their fixed 
plant at high prices are now carrying it on the books at a valua­
tion in excess of its present or probable future value. Likewise, 
receivables in many cases will be liquidated at considerably less 
than book values. As a result, the actual value of the assets does 
not support the amount of stock outstanding. The situation in 
some cases is particularly difficult because the stock outstanding 
had been doubled or tripled by declaring stock dividends out of 
accumulated surplus.
Before an organization in such condition can offer ‘ ‘ value re­
ceived”  to prospective members, book values of assets must be 
adjusted to actual values, and a corresponding adjustment made 
in outstanding stock. The financial structure needs to be over­
hauled in order to accomplish this, and until this is done, efforts 
to build up the membership will meet with little success.
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Indebtedness
Another aspect of the financial problem that has a bearing on 
membership building is that some companies in recent years 
have been forced to increase their indebtedness, which is likely 
to be liquidated mostly out of future profits. The effect of pay­
ing debts out of profits is three-fold: (1) It has the effect of 
building up a surplus, in which only stockholders can have an 
equity; (2) patrons are inclined to believe that an organization 
that has a large debt, is likely to take wide margins of profit; 
(3) while such a company is liquidating its debts, it is not likely 
to pay patronage dividends. And it has been shown that the 
the payment of patronage dividends constitutes one of the strong­
est inducements which a cooperative can offer its members.
Shifting Financial Interest of Ineligible Members 
Lack of a satisfactory means of shifting the financial interest 
of ineligible members to eligible newcomers into the community 
is an obstacle frequently encountered. Under the prevailing 
set-up, success in making such shifts depends largely upon 
whether or not there is a ready market for the stock. No co­
operative can continue to buy stock of ineligibles indefinitely 
unless it can find an outlet for it. Such an outlet may be created 
by crediting patronage dividends to all patrons eligible to mem­
bership who sign a stock subscription or membership application. 
Patronage dividends thus allocated can then be placed in a fund 
which may be drawn upon to liquidate the interests of ineligible 
members. In this manner, as prospective members accumulate 
equities in the business, funds are made available for “ paying 
off P  members who become ineligible.
Plans for overcoming these obstacles will appear in a forth­
coming bulletin in which reorganization problems and pro­
cedures will be discussed. In most cases the difficulties can be 
met, sometimes by making minor changes, but in other cases only 
by a complete reorganization. The advantages of the latter 
course, under certain conditions, are so numerous and import­
ant that it frequently is the better alternative.
Stock as Basis of Membership 
Some of the difficulties discussed arise because membership 
is contingent upon ownership of stock. I f  the organization 
needs capital, it is restrained from terminating the membership 
of ineligible stockholders, and it may, in fact, be impelled to 
make members of persons merely because they are willing to 
contribute needed capital. Prospective members, on the other 
hand, are likely to be influenced more by dividends paid on stock 
than by services rendered by the organization.
Membership can be controlled effectively without disturbing 
the financial arrangements only when membership as such and
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capital contribution are treated as separate relationships, each 
controlled by a separate set of rules. Where membership is con­
tingent upon stockholding, the two relationships are inseparably 
joined together, and one cannot be changed without disturbing 
the other.
Prospective members are, of course, concerned about the safety 
of their capital contribution and the return received on it, re­
gardless of the form or manner in which it is made, and in any 
event members will be required to assume financial obligations 
as a condition of membership. But it cannot be denied that the 
inflexibility of the stock form as ordinarily used is an important 
factor contributing to the present membership situation. Even 
though boards of directors may not have been sufficintly diligent 
in their efforts to keep the stock in the hands of producers, it is 
apparent that even conscientious efforts in many cases have not 
yielded desired results.
One reason why tenants have become members of farmers’ 
elevators to a. relatively small extent is that the stock form of 
organization as commonly used does not facilitate the acquiring 
or terminating of memberships. It may be difficult enough for 
the farmer to make the necessary investment in stock, but it is 
ordinarily much more difficult for him to withdraw his invest­
ment should it be desirable to terminate his membership. The 
turnover of members in the organization is consequently retarded 
if not stopped altogether. In contrast, the situation in two non­
stock elevator associations may be cited, the turnover of whose 
membership corresponds closely with the turnover of farmers 
in the community.- The proportion of their members who are 
tenants also corresponds closely to the proportion of the farm 
operators in the community who are tenants.
Tenants are reluctant to make permanent investments in a 
community. Even if the intention of the organization is to buy 
or transfer shares of those who move away, the organization may 
be unable, for reasons stated, to carry out such intentions. What­
ever the reasons may be, the fact is that the membership of a 
large majority of farmers’ elevators includes few tenants.
According to table 34, tenants represent less than 10 percent 
of the producer members for almost one-third of the companies, 
and less than 25 percent for over three-fourths of them. About 
one out of seven companies have, however, succeeded fairly well 
in bringing about a considerable participation on the part of 
tenants. The outstanding case among stock organizations is one, 
56 percent of whose producer members are tenants. The stock 
in this case has a par value of $10, patronage dividends are 
credited to non-member patrons and applied on the purchase 
of stock, and stock of members who become ineligible is bought 
by the organization and transferred to new members as their 
patronage dividend accumulations enable them to acquire shares.
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TABLE 34.— PROPORTION OF PRODUCER MEMBERS W HO A RE TENANTS IN 
314 IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Tenants— percentage of 
producer members
Number^ of 
companies
Percentage o f 
companies
None 16 5
1- 4 28 9
5- 9 54 17
10-14 58 18
15-19 49 16
20-24 34 11
25-29 30 10
30-34 22 7
35-39 14 4
40-44 7 2
45-49 o §
50 and aver 2 i
Total 314 100
R ange: 0-79 percent; Simple average: 16 percent.
Farmers’ Need for Elevators Changing
A farmer who no longer has grain to sell shows little interest 
in a cooperative grain marketing organization.10 If an organiza­
tion located in a community of declining grain surplus continues 
to hold the interest of farmers, it does so because it has adapted 
its services to the changing needs of farmers.
In 1921, 19 percent of the total business handled by 207 farm­
ers’ elevators consisted of supplies, or “ sidelines,” 11 whereas in 
1931, 27 percent of the business of 174 companies consisted of 
sidelines. In 1931, only 30 percent of the total gross income of 
174 companies was derived from grain.
Not only has there been,a shift to commodities other than 
grain, but the grain business itself has changed from shipping 
out surpluses to supplying local demands for grain. In 1931, 
96 percent of the companies retailed grain locally, and 17 percent 
retailed all or nearly all grain received. Eyen companies which 
ship grain often find their best outlet among dairymen and feed­
ers in deficit areas, and among local markets, rather than among 
terminal markets.
These shifts have entailed radical changes in business mam 
agement and operating methods of local companies. Unfortu­
nately, not all of them have been successful in adapting them­
selves to such changes.
Cooperative and Business Leadership
Obviously a high order of leadership and initiative is required 
to meet such changes successfully. These elements are present 
in varying degrees in different communities, yet they are of the 
utmost importance in maintaining a successful cooperative or­
ganization,- not only from the point of view of its commercial
10As will be discussed in another bulletin, considerable change has taken place 
in this respect during the past 10 to 15 years.
11Nours«, E. G. F ifty years o f  farm ers’ elevators in Iowa. Iow a Agr. Exp. Sta., 
Bui. 211:253. 1923.
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success, but from the point of view of its cooperative success. In 
order to achieve the latter, not only must there be leadership, but 
such an understanding among the farmers of the purpose of the 
organization as will arouse in them a feeling of confidence and 
enthusiasm and an appreciation of the real benefits of a co­
operative organization, all of which are essential to the develop­
ment of solidarity, loyalty and a cooperative spirit.
Cooperative Educational Work
Educational work is another essential in this connection. This 
involves not only keeping the members informed concerning the 
operations of the organization, but it involves studying market­
ing problems and how and wrhere cooperation may help solve 
them. What specific obstacles in the marketing process limit the 
farmers’ market returns the most? This question may be an­
swered differently in different communities. But in any case it 
must be answered correctly, or the organization will not achieve 
highest success. Too often, organizations are set up in response 
to exhortations that farmers should cooperate, as if the mere act 
of cooperating would solve all their troubles. Failure of such 
ventures is too often charged to cooperation rather than to the 
ill-advised things which they tried to do. Improvements in the 
marketing process will be made only as specific opportunities for 
improvement are discovered and measures appropriate for their 
exploitation are taken. Asking farmers to support cooperatives 
conceived in any other way lays an unreasonable strain upon 
their loyalty and cooperative spirit. *
On the other hand, the real benefits of a properly conceived 
cooperative which may be performing important functions in an 
efficient manner, are frequently underestimated. Even pecun­
iary benefits may be overlooked by those inclined to take a short- 
time or narrow view of the objectives and purposes of coopera­
tion. Frequently the most worthwhile cooperatives are those 
which yield their benefits over a long time and in a manner 
which defies attempts to demonstrate them by immediate dollars 
and cents comparisons.
Another reason why educational work is necessary is that co­
operation is largely an educational process. The natural in­
clination toward individualism and independence is strong and 
will be overcome perhaps as much by efforts designed specifically 
to overcome it as by efforts designed to point out- the necessity 
and benefit of joint action. '
Although no specific data regarding educational activities of 
the farmers’ elevators are available, it is generally conceded that 
inadequate educational work is seriously handicapping their 
progress, not only in maintaining an adequate membership, but 
particularly in developing the necessary “ esprit de corps”  
among the members and in the organization as a whole.
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Summary
The important conclusions based on the analysis in Part III 
may be summarized briefly as follows:
(1) Both external and internal factors affect the number 
and composition of the members of Iowa farmers’ elevators. At­
tention devoted to the internal factors under the control of the 
organization has resulted in improving the membership situa­
tion.
(2) Although the financial and business conditions that pre­
vailed since 1921 have made it more difficult to maintain the 
membership, forces were operating even previous to 1921 tend­
ing to shift the control of farmers’ elevators from active farmers 
to non-producers as the age of the organization increased.
(3) The chief factor that tends to undermine the member­
ship structure is failure .to control the membership, partly be­
cause of neglect and partly because of lack of Adequate means 
of control. The stock form of organization as commonly used 
has contributed largely to the difficulty of controlling the mem­
bership, but suitable adaptations have overcome some of the dif­
ficulties.
(4) Many farmers’ elevators lack a sufficiently definite co­
operative purpose to make control of members any important 
consideration, but others have failed to formulate or enforce an 
adequate membership policy.
(5) The high rate of turnover among farmers, especially 
tenants, in the community, demands that membership be easily 
acquired and terminated. Low par value of shares and applica­
tion of patronage dividends on the purchase of shares tends to 
result in large memberships and facilitates the transfer of shares 
of ineligible members to new members.
(6) The payment of patronage dividends provides a strong 
inducement for farmers to join the organization. Distributing 
savings directly in the form of higher prices results in all patrons 
receiving the benefits of the organization and takes away the 
incentive for patrons to become members. Confidence on the 
part of farmers that the organization is controlled by farmers 
and is operating for their benefit also attracts members. Farm­
ers’ elevators incorporated under cooperative laws, on the aver­
age, have a more satisfactory membership situation than those 
incorporated as ordinary corporations.
(7) Important obstacles which frequently defeat attempts 
to maintain dhe membership are: (a) A  satisfactory financial 
condition which often results in concentration of stockholding 
and in acquisition of the stock as an investment by non-pro­
ducers. (b) An unfavorable financial condition which makes it
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difficult to sell stock, (c) Over-inflated valuations of assets, 
which often reduce the actual value of shares to less than par 
value, (d) Large indebtedness, the liquidation of which will 
in some cases absorb the profits of many years. Neither are 
patronage dividends likely to be paid nor is the stock likely to be 
regarded as a satisfactory investment in such cases, (e) Many 
farmers in some communities no longer sell grain, hence no long­
er feel the need of a farmers’ elevator. Unless an organization 
in such a location can adapt itself to the changed needs of farm­
ers, it is likely to be unable to maintain its membership.
(8-) Because of inadequate educational work, farmers often 
do not appreciate the benefit that may be gained from well di­
rected cooperative effort or the real value of the services that a 
given organization may be rendering. The desire for immediate 
financial gains is likely to result in underestimating or overlook­
ing more important long-time benefits.
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PART IV . H O W  COOPER ATIVE ARE IO W A  
FARM ERS’ E LEVATO R S?
In view of the close association Parts II and III have shown 
exist between numbers of members and volume of business, and 
between numbers of members and cooperative character, it fol­
lows that farmers are likely to achieve the highest success in their 
endeavors to market their own products if they organize such 
ventures on a cooperative basis. Moreover, much depends upon 
how the cooperative enterprise is conceived.
How cooperative, then, are the Iowa farmers’ elevators? What 
is the nature of the cooperative philosophy back of them ? How 
has this philosophy been worked out in terms of specific arrange­
ments under which members make their different kinds of con­
tacts with the organizations? Why are not all farmers’ eleva- 
ors cooperaive ? _
Some of these questions have already been partly answered, 
but because a clear understanding of the many complex aspects 
of the membership problem among Iowa farmers’ elevators de­
pends upon a keen appreciation of the philosophy and circum­
stances from which they arise, and because member relationships 
are the foundation upon which cooperative structures are built, 
a fuller discussion of these questions is warranted.
LAWS UNDER WHICH FARMERS’ ELEVATORS 
ARE INCORPORATED
In the first place, the law under which a farmers’ elevator is 
incorporated reveals at least something as to its cooperative in­
tentions.12 Information for 376 companies that can legitimately 
be classified as farmers’ elevators, is presented in table 35, which 
shows that 57 percent of them were incorporated under the two 
cooperative laws in 1931, compared with 35 percent in 1921.
TABLE 35.— LAW S UNDER W HICH IO W A  FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS ARE 
INCORPORATED
Law
Number of 
companies
Percentage of 
companies
Ordinary corpoiation law (Ch. 384) 163 43
Cooperative law of 1915 fo r  cooperatives 
with capital stock (Ch. 389) 210 56
Cooperative law of 1921 for non-stock 
cooperatives (Ch. 390) 3 1
12Iowa Farmers’ Organizations may at present incorporate under at least three 
different law s: The ordinary corporation law, chapter 384 the cooperative law o f 
1915 which provides fo r  cooperative organizations with capital stock, chapter 38» ; 
and the non-stock, non-profit law o f  1921, chapter 390. For a comparison and dis­
cussion o f  these lews, see : Robotka, Frank, Cooperating under Iowa cooperative laws. 
Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Cire. 95. 1924.
A bill to recodify and revise the present cooperative laws was introduced but not 
acted upon in the last special! session o f the Iowa Legislature.
13Nourse, E. G. F ifty years o f  farm ers’ elevators in Iowa. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta., 
Bui. 211:252. 1923.
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With few exceptions, companies which had not originally in­
corporated under cooperative laws, do so at the time of renewal 
of charter or reorganization. Of 213 companies incorporated un­
der cooperative laws, 39 percent did so at the time they were or­
ganized, 32 percent changed to cooperative laws before their 
charters expired, and 29 percent changed at the time of re­
newal of charter.
Although the stock form of cooperative law has been in effect 
in Iowa since 1915, only somewhat more than half the companies 
had taken advantage of it by 1931. Since the process by which 
change to the cooperative law from the ordinary corporation law 
is relatively simple and inexpensive, there is some probability 
that a large majority of the companies which are willing to go 
as far as this law requires have already done so.
Although the non-stock law which is an improvement in many 
respects over the older law, has been on the statute books since 
1921, only three farmers’ elevators had incorporated under it by 
1931.
PREVALENCE OF SPECIFIC COOPERATIVE FEATURES
As previously pointed out, however, even the companies incor­
porated under ordinary corporation laws included in this anal­
ysis, show sufficient cooperative character to warrant classify­
ing them as farmers’ elevators. A  considerable proportion of 
them, however, lack some of the important cooperative features. 
It is, therefore, of interest to note from table 36 how frequently 
particular features were reported.14
Most of the companies limit the number of votes a member 
may have and the amount of stock he may hold. About two- 
thirds of them also limit dividends on stock and provide for pat-
T A BLE  36.— PERCENTAGE OF IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS INCORPORATED
UNDER COOPERATIVE LAW S AND UNDER ORDIN ARY CORPORATION 
LA W  REPORTING CERTAIN COOPERATIVE FEATURES COMMONLY 
USED BY IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS, 1931.
Selected
cooperative features
Percentage o f companies reporting specified 
cooperative features
Companies 
incorporated 
under co-op­
erative laws
Companies 
incorporated 
under ordinary 
corporation 
law
All
companies
Number o f companies reporting 200 150 350
Limit voting power 99 78 91
Limit on stock held per member 98 75 88
Limit on dividend on stock 95 30 68
Patronage dividends 95 27 68
Patronage dividends paid
non-members 28 2 17
Membership limited mainly or
entirely to farmers 
'
80 40 64
l4For a discussion, o f  a more complete list o f  features usually regarded as essential 
in a cooperative organization, se'e pp. 168 to 169.
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TA BLE  37.— NUMBER OF COOPERATIVE FEATURES REPORTED BY 350 
IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Number o f cooperative 
features reported
Companies reporting specified 
cooperative features
number of
Number o f companies Percentage of companies
0 22 61 29 82 36 108 40 12
4 53 15
113 33
6 57 ! 16
Total I ' 350 I 100
ronage dividends. Less than one-sixth permit non-members to 
participate in patronage dividends and less than two-thirds 
limit membership more or less exclusively to farmers.
It should be noted that the ordinary stock companies reported 
each of the several cooperative features listed less frequently 
than the cooperative companies. Although they commonly limit 
voting privileges and stock holding, they much less frequently 
limit dividends on stock or provide for the payment of patronage 
dividends, especially to non-members.
In interpreting these figures and those in subsequent ^ tables, 
some allowance must be made because of the probability that in 
some cases present practice rather than by-law provisions was re­
ported.
Much depends upon what particular features are com bin ed  
in a given organization. For instance, the patronage dividend 
feature may mean little if dividends on stock are not limited.
Altogether 17 different combinations of the 6 features men­
tioned in table 36 were reported. The most frequently reported 
combination consisted of the first five features. (See table 37.) 
The average number of features reported by 350 companies was 
3.8 per company.
The cooperative feature most commonly adopted by Iowa 
farmers ’ elevators seek, (1) to provide for democratic control 
of the organization; (2) to provide for distribution of earnings 
on the basis of patronage. It is apparent from table 38 that, in 
general, farmers’ elevators are ready to limit voting rights and 
the amount of stock a member may hold. All of the companies 
incorporated under cooperative laws provide for one vote per 
member, as required by law. But even 85 percent of the ordinary 
stock companies have this provision.
Distributing profits or savings according to patronage and at 
the same time limiting dividends on stock, however, seems to be 
further than some companies care to go. This feature is funda­
mental to successful cooperation. It is with reference to this 
feature that cooperatives differ most widely from ordinary stock
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TABLE 38.— PERCENTAGE OF IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS INCORPORATED 
UNDER COOPERATIVE LAW S AND UNDER ORDINARY CORPORATION 
LAW S W HICH MEET CERTAIN SPECIFIED BASIC 
COOPERATIVE REQUIREMENTS
Companies incor- Companies incor-
AllCombinations o f 
cooperative features
porated under co­
operative laws nary stock companies
companies
Percent- Percent- Percent-
Number age Number age Number age
No. cooperative features 
reported
Only features designed
0 0 22 15 22 6
to provide “ democrat­
ic ”  control, i. e., one 
man one vote and lim­
ited stockholding per 
member 13 9 95 63 108 31
Features designed to
p r o v i d e  democratic 
control, plus profit- 
sharing on patronage 
-basis------- 187 91 33 22 -220 63 '
Total 200 100 150 100 350 100
farmers ’ elevators. Whereas nearly all cooperative companies 
provide for patronage dividends, only one-fifth of the ordinary 
stock companies do so.
This table shows further that 22, or 6 percent, of the ordinary 
stock companies reported no cooperative features at all. Analysis 
of their operations, however, reveals that they operate as com­
munity organizations, largely without profit, do a large propor­
tion of their business with members, and their membership con­
sists largely of actual farmers.
Nearly two-thirds of the companies meet cooperative require­
ments as to democratic control and profit sharing. But how many 
meet the additional requirements prescribed for cooperative or­
ganizations by the Federal Capper-Yolstead Act, that the bus­
iness done with non-members shall not exceed that done with 
members, and that all15 the members shall be producers of farm 
products ? Table 4 on page 120 shows that only 7 percent of the 
Iowa farmers’ elevators have a non-producer membership as low 
as 10 percent. I f  the non-producer percentage, however, were 
increased to 25, then 39 percent of the companies would meet 
the conditions mentioned in the foregoing question. The re­
quirement that members be producers disqualifies more com­
panies than any other requiremnt. Many companies could, how­
ever, easily increase their ratio of producer members.
ACTUAL PERFORMANCE IS REAL TEST
Although the law under which a company is incorporated and 
by-law provisions are a general index of cooperative character,
15,A tolerance o f 10 percent non-producer members is allowed in the practical 
administration o f this Act.
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the real test lies in the spirit in which the provisions are carried 
out and the extent to which actual operations square with the 
tenets of real cooperation. It is reasonable to suppose that 
actual performance falls short of the standards which by-law 
provisions imply have been set up. Moreover, the older the com­
pany, the further is actual performance likely to depart from 
standards established at time of organization.
Even though a conscientious effort is made to carry out co­
operative ideals, wide differences are found in the way by-law 
provisions have been interpreted and applied. Unfortunately, 
even full compliance with the minimum requirements of the 1915 
cooperative law by no means assures a high order of cooperative 
performance. Cooperative laws, at best, usually prescribe min­
imum requirements, and are permissive rather than compulsory 
in some important respects. The conception of cooperation that 
farmers in some communities have is of a higher order than that 
contemplated by minimum legal requirements. The strengthen­
ing of the cooperative laws contemplated in the revision proposed 
should meet with the cordial, approval of farmers.
Thus, among both the cooperative and ordinary stock farmers’ 
elevators are examples of both a high as well as a low order of 
cooperative performance.
Since if is impossible to obtain a statistical measure of the 
degree of cooperative performance, an attempt is made to por­
tray and evaluate their cooperative character by means of t ‘ qual­
itative”  description rather than by quantitative analysis.
Rochdale Principles Prevail
In spite of the many and wide differences in features and per­
formances which have been pointed out, the set-up, method of 
operation, and the legal foundation of the typical farmers’ ele­
vator conform closely to so-called “ Rochdale”  principles, and 
the basis of dealing with members and patrons is essentially a 
Rochdale basis.
The Rochdale principles were promulgated in 1844 by a group 
of weavers in Rochdale, England, who were confronted with the 
dire necessity of economizing in their purchases of the essentials 
of life, and who resorted to cooperative purchasing as a means 
to that end.
The principles or features on the basis of which they organized 
are as follows :
1. Stock shares òf low par value and held only by members 
(those participating in the activities of the organization).
2. Each member to hold only a limited amount of stock.
3. Each member to have only one vote regardless of the 
amount of stock held.
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4. Dividends, or interst, on stock limited to approximately the 
current interest rate.
5. Profits in excess of expenses and reserve used as capital or 
apportioned among the patrons on the basis of the amount of 
business done with the organization, non-members to participate 
at half the rate paid members.
6. Business carried on at prevailing local prices and on a cash 
basis.
Although developments in cooperative theory and practice in 
this country during the past 15 years have resulted in departures 
from Rochdale principles in several important respects, a high 
order of cooperation is attainable under them. This fact is dem­
onstrated by the achievements of the more successful Iowa co­
operative elevators. The farmers’ elevators which have failed 
to attain a high standard of cooperative performance, did so 
more because of failure to live up to rather than inadequacy of 
these principles.
These principles were designed, however, to meet conditions 
which differ radically in many respects from those confronting 
American farmers. Attempts to adapt cooperative structures to 
American agricultural marketing conditions have resulted in 
non-stock forms of organization, “ agency”  types of cooperatives, 
producers’ contracts, various pooling arrangements, restricting 
services to members only, ‘ f revolving fund ’ ’ financing, and other 
departures from Rochdale principles.
The purpose of Rochdale principles or any others that have 
been or might be formulated, is to promote the most effective 
banding and working together of groups of people in coopera­
tive organizations for the purpose of accomplishing a given task 
for their mutual benefit. Most of the fundamental principles or 
cooperative “ features”  have to do with establishing, defining 
and controlling the privileges and obligations of members in con­
nection with their activities as an organized group.
Rules of action are necessary in order to control each of the 
important relationships which members have with their organiza­
tion, a classification of which is presented on page 112.
Adequate Cooperative Specifications
Although popular opinion may differ as to wliat the privileges 
and obligations of members should be, authorities would prob­
ably agree to the following general specifications :
1. Membership must be limited to producers (or consumers) 
of the products or commodities handled by the cooperative who 
are in sympathy with the purpose of the organization and who 
are willing to pledge their patronage to it, and to assume an 
equitable share of the financial burden.
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2. Membership shall be contingent on personal qualifications 
and not on capital contribution.
3. Only qualified members as such shall have a voice in the 
affairs of the organization. Capital as such shall have no voice.
4. Business is to be done with members only and for their 
mutual benefit. (Non-members should be given a liberal oppor­
tunity to qualify as members.)
5. Capital is to receive not more than a reasonable rate of 
interest, and revenues in excess of costs and interst are to accrue 
to members according to patronage.
6. Since members share in gains according to patronage, and 
since capital is not to share in profits* risks must be borne by 
members according to patronage or on some other equitable basis.
Almost without exception, the outstanding examples of suc­
cessful farmers’ organizations in this country fully or approxi­
mately meet these specifications. They do not, therefore, repre­
sent a set of theoretical ideals, but a practical foundation upon 
which farmers’ organizations have actually attained the highest 
degree of success. Deviations from them in response to circum­
stances, of course, may be fully justified as a matter of practical 
expediency. Cooperatives must adapt themselves to their en­
vironment, but any important deviation from the specifications 
is likely to militate against, rather than promote, the success of 
joint efforts among farmers.
DO FARMERS’ ELEVATORS MEET COOPERATIVE 
SPECIFICATIONS?
How have the Iowa Farmers’ elevators conceived or worked 
out the important member relationships and how do the prevail­
ing arrangements square with the specifications? An attempt 
will be made to answer these questions in the following pages.
Control of Membership
The situation among Iowa farmers’ elevators as to the extent 
to which control of membership has actually been achieved is 
indicated by figures already presented regarding non-producer 
and non-resident stockholding. These figures indicate that 
whereas some companies have achieved a desirable degree of con­
trol, a large majority have not. The degree of control attained 
ranges from practically none at all to complete control as ex­
emplified in the three non-stock organizations, in which cases 
membership is on a personal basis. This degree of control is 
also approximated closely by some companies using the stock 
form. In nearly all such cases, the par value of stoek is low 
($10 to $25), patronage dividends are applied on the purchase 
of shares in the case of non-members, and the stock of members 
who move or otherwise become ineligible is promptly taken up.
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TA BLE  39.— MEMBERSHIP QUALIFICATIONS REPORTED BY 324 IOW A 
FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Membership
qualifications
Number of elevators 
reporting
Percentage of elevators 
reporting
None 124 38
None, but only farmers may 
hold office 5 2
‘ ‘Mutual Benefit” * 132 41
Various qualifications 63 19
Total 324 100
*“ — Membership shall be mutually beneficial to the member and to the company.”
Membership Qualifications Are Essential 
The problem of control of membership involves, first of all, 
prescribing qualifications limiting membership to farmers, and, 
second, promptly terminating the membership of those who be­
come ineligible. Where membership is on a personal basis, as 
in non-stock organizations, control is more easily attained than 
where membership is contingent on stockholding.'
The figures available regarding the extent to which member­
ship qualifications and stock transfer control features have been 
included in articles and by-laws are presented in the following 
tables.
According to table 39, 4 out of 10 companies have no member­
ship qualification provisions. A  few of these, however, provide 
that only farmers may hold office. The other 6 out of 10 com­
panies have qualifications of various kinds limiting membership 
more or less definitely to farmers, the most frequently reported 
requirement being that the membership shall be “ mutually bene­
ficial”  to the member and to the organization, which language 
is contained in a standard form of by-laws in common use.
Thus it appears that there is, at the outset, a wholly inade­
quate foundation for control of membership, since membership 
qualifications frequently are either absent or indefinite. The 
burden of control, therefore, falls upon the board of directors 
who are left to make such interpretation of the provisions, or 
lack of them, as they see fit.
Stock Transfers Must Be Controlled 
More frequently, however, the articles or by-laws require the 
board of directors to approve stock transfers, as is indicated by 
table 40. Whereas two-fifths of the companies have no mem-
TABLE 40.— PROVISIONS REGARDING CONTROL OF STOCK TRANSFERS 
REPORTED BY 329 IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Control
features
Number of 
companies
Percentage of 
companies
None 64 19
Member must first pay debts 
Transfer must have Board
42 13
approval 223 68
Total 329 100
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bership qualifications, only one-fifth have no stock transfer 
control provisions, although an additional one-eighth of the com­
panies requires that the member shall pay his debts to the com­
pany before his stock is transferred. In two-thirds of the cases, 
board approval of stock transfers is required ; this in many eases, 
however, simply means that the shares are “ transferable only 
upon the books of the company,”  which may or may not include 
authority to restrict transfers to persons other than actual pro­
ducers. Such restrictions have legal limitations which frequent­
ly defeat attempts to exercise the control contemplated, hence in 
many cases the company merely reserves the option to buy or to 
find a satisfactory buyer within 30 days, after which time the 
withdrawing member may sell his shares to whomever he can.
Disposition of Stock of Ineligible Members
What has actually been done with the stock of members who 
move or cease to be producers is indicated by table 41. This 
shows that seven-tenths of the companies make no attempt to buy 
such stock, either because it is not thé policy to do so or be­
cause they are unable to do so for financial or other reasons.
TABLE 41.— POLICY REGARDING DISPOSITION OF STOCK OF1 INELIGIBLE 
MEMBERS REPORTED BY 292 IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Policy regarding 
disposition c f  stock
Number of 
compan'es
Percentage of 
companies
No attempt mads to buy 104 35
No attempt made to buy, ncn-produeer
98 1 34stockholding i ; not a problem
Financial condition prevents carrying 8 3
out policy to buy
Company buys or stands ready to buy,
82 28or to find buyer
Total 292 100
Community of Interest Is Goal
Success in a cooperative organization demands that its effort 
be devoted exclusively to rendering gqrvices for its members as 
efficiently as possible and for their mutual benefit. I f this end 
is to be attained, any influence tending to divert the organiza­
tion from this purpose must be excluded. Hence, control of 
membership with a view to limiting it only to those having a 
common interest, is of the utmost importance.
Ordinary corporations seeking maximum profits for investors 
attain their'end by organizing in such a way that only those in­
terested in maximum returns on invëstment will become “ mem­
bers. ’ 1
A cooperative must so organize that only those interested in 
its serv ices  will or can become members.
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Is Stock Corporation Best Adapted to Cooperatives?
The shortcomings of the ordinary corporation structure as a 
means of carrying out cooperative purposes has long been recog­
nized. Limitations and restrictions of various kinds regarding 
voting, dividends, stockholding and transfers of stock have 
tended to overcome some of the difficulties, but not all of them.
From a legal point of view, a stock corporation 's  a company 
of stockholders, rather than an association of individuals. Pro­
ducers can become members only as they become stockholders, 
and membership can be terminated only by disposal of the stock. 
Moreover, stock is private property and as such is legally trans­
ferable; restrictions designed to restrict transfers have often 
proved of doubtful value. Stockholders cannot readily change 
the amount of their capital contribution or withdraw it. Nor is 
their financial interest easily determined because of difficulties 
in determining actual valuations of assets.
Where the purpose of a cooperating group is sufficiently 
strong, and diligent care is taken to see that no conflicting in­
terests enter the organization, the legal and capitalistic aspects 
of stock ownership may be so subordinated that the ideal of 
personal membership is closely approached. The stock form may 
be so adapted as to reduce to a minimum the probability that 
stockholders will be influenced by their interest as investors 
rather than by their interest as producers. Unless such adapta­
tions are made, insistence of stockholders on exercising their 
legal rights as such may result in a complete change in the co­
operative direction or purpose of the organization.
Financial Relationship with Members
Most of the difficulties encountered in attempting to control 
membership and organization policies were attributed to the use 
of stock as a basis of membership; in reality, however, they have 
their root in the use of voting stock as a means of financing the 
organization. The capital requirements of farmers ’ elevators 
are such that it is often necessary to draw on the investing public 
for part of their capital, but this can be done safely only if non­
voting forms of security are used for the purpose.
I f  all of those who use the organization assume an equitable 
share of the financial burden, the need to draw on outside sources 
is decreased and in many cases disappears altogether.
The arrangements under which cooperative organizations ob­
tain their membership capital are of the utmost importance. 
Many an otherwise promising enterprise is doomed to fail be­
cause the financial relationship between the organization and 
its members was not worked out on a sound basis.
How, then, have arrangements for raising membership capital 
been worked out by farmers’ elevators? To what extent are 
members obligated to contribute capital ? Is the financial bur-
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den distributed equitably among the members or others who use 
the organization ? Do prevailing methods provide adequate cap­
ital?
The prevailing method of raising capital is, of course, through 
the sale of common stock. Under Iowa laws, cooperative organ­
izations are prohibited from using preferred stock. In a few 
cases, companies incorporated as ordinary corporations have 
sold preferred stock. Of the three non-stock companies, one or­
iginally organized as a shipping association with a membership 
fee, and the others issued certificates of indebtedness to those 
contributing the original capital, and these certificates are be­
ing retired out of earnings.
Obligations to Finance
The stock form has the merit that under it each member who 
joins the organization is required to contribute capital at 
least to the extent of the par va7ue of a share of stock. But it is 
optional with the patron whether he becomes a member or not. 
It is also optional with the member whether he takes more than 
one share or not. Some companies urge patrons to become mem­
bers and thus contribute at least some capital. In other cases, 
especially where no more capital is needed and the stock is a good 
investment, little or no effort is made to get new members, or to 
shift the capital of members who no longer patronize the organ­
ization to new members.
In a limited number of cases, patronage dividends are paid in 
stock until each member acquires the maximum amount allowed 
under the by-laws and until each non-member acquires at least 
one share. Although this practice may in one sense be regarded 
as extending privileges to non-members, rather than as imposing 
financial obligations upon them, it does result in each patron 
acquiring a financial interest in the organization and in an 
amount proportional to his patronage.
Thus, beyond the requirement that each member must hold 
at least one share, financing has not in the true sense been made 
an obligation of members.
Is  fin a n cia l bu rden  d istr ib u ted  equ ita b ly  f  Financial burdens 
can be distributed equitably only when the organization has a 
right to prescribe the amount of capital to be contributed by each 
member.
No doubt in actual practice, large farm operators tend volun­
tarily to contribute more capital than small operators, but be­
cause they are able to do so, they may and frequently do bear a 
disproportionate share of the financial burden.
The tendency is for a large proportion of the members to take 
only one share. For a random sample of 50 companies, four- 
tenths of the members held 1 share each in 1931, after an aver­
age of 20 years of operations, during which time the shares of
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many members have been multiplied through payments of divi­
dends in the form of stock, through concentrations of stock, and 
otherwise. The number of shares held per member, however, 
ranged from 1 to 62, and the value of the stock, at par, held by 
individual members ranged from $10 to $4,800.
Inadequate contributions on the part of some members and 
excessive contributions, or concentrations, on the part of others, 
is clearly indicated.
On the other hand, in some cases where patronage dividends 
are paid in shares, stockholding has, in the course of time, come 
to be reapportioned to some extent on the basis of patronage. 
The issuing of certificates of indebtedness in payment of patron­
age dividends in the case of non-stock companies has actually 
resulted in almost a complete reapportionment, on a patronage 
basis, of the original investment, and in imposing on all patrons 
an equitable share of the burden.
In contrast with: (1 ) ' cooperative creameries which common­
ly assess each pound of butterfat received or charge non-mem­
bers a “ manufacturing fee”  in order to raise membership cap­
ital; (2) some fruit organizations which apportion capital bur­
dens among members on an acreage basis; (3) some dairy or­
ganizations which apportion capital according to the number of 
cow's each patron milks; (4) different organizations which ap­
portion membership capital according to volume of product de- 
Tivered; (5) many European organizations which require mem­
bers to assume unlimited liability for organization debts, the 
prevailing practice among farmers’ elevators may best fee 
described as voluntary or optional.
Have Prevailing Methods Provided Adequate Capital?
Only under exceptionally favorable circumstances can it be 
expected that patrons will voluntarily contribute capital either 
in proportion to patronage or in amounts large enough to meet 
the requirements of the organization.
Resulting deficiencies in capital accordingly have to be made 
up by appealing to non-producers and by excessive borrowings, 
thus throwing additional burdens upon directors. Although one- 
fourth of the comnanies had no borrowed money in 1931, in 158 
cases out of 255 which borrowed, directors were required to guar­
antee notes.
In order to attract non-producer capital, inducements in terms 
of returns on investment have to be offered, and, of course, vot­
ing rights are also acquired by such investors, all of which tends 
to accentuate the “ capital consciousness”  of the organization.
Although, lack of capital has been a common difficulty, data 
regarding the situation as it existed at the time of organization 
are not available.
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TABLE 42.— PROPORTION OF TOTAL ASSETS FINANCED BY SHARE 
CAPITAL* FOR 170 IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Share capital*—- 
Percentage of total assets
Number of 
companies
Percentage of 
companies
1- 9 3 2
10-19 9 5
20-29 18 11
30-39 33 19
40-49 36 21
50-59 25 15
60-69 23 13
70-79 10 6
80-89 7 4
90-99 3 2100 and over 3 2
Total 170 100
* Capital stock outstanding, at par.
In spite of the fact that many companies increased their out­
standing stock since organization, table 42 shows that the share 
capital of 170 companies in 1931 was less than half the total 
capital requirements for 6 out of 10 companies. In some cases 
an insignificant part of the total capital was obtained from sale 
of stock. On the other extreme are companies that had sufficient 
share capital to finance the entire business. Distributions of sur­
plus profits in the form of stock dividends in some cases 
amounted to three to five times the original share capital.
Money borrowed to make up capital deficiencies was repaid 
mostly out of subsequent earnings left in the business as surplus 
profits. Table 43 shows that the greater the deficiency in share 
capital, the greater the proportion of total assets financed by 
means of surplus profits. The surplus equalled or exceeded half 
the total assets for one out of seven companies; for five com­
panies it equalled or exceeded 80 percent of total assets. As these 
ratios are based on financial data for 1931 the full extent to 
which earnings actually supplied capital is not revealed, because 
of stock dividends declared out of surplus and because of losses 
sustained in recent years.
TABLE 43.— RELATION BETW EEN PROPORTION OF ASSETS FINANCED BY 
SH ARE CAPITAL, AND TH AT FINANCED BY SURPLUS RESERVES 
FOR 170 IOW A FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS
Share capital 
(percentage of total 
assets)
Number o f 
companies 
reporting
Percentage .of total 
assets financed by 
surplus reserves
Less than 20 12 63
20-29 18 45
30-39 33 28
40-49 36 20
50-59 25 13
60-69 23 8
70-79 10 —  4 *
80-89 7 —  13 *
90 and over 6 —  29 *
A ll companies 170 17
* Deficit.
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Thus it is seen that although farmers’ elevators have, in a 
measure, required members to assume financial obligations, the 
problem has been worked out in different ways and the results 
vary considerably. Success in selling stock depends mostly on 
the financial success of the organization, i. e., on returns on cap­
ital rather than on the application of the principle that, in a co­
operative organization, privileges can be enjoyed by members on­
ly if corresponding obligations are assumed by them.
Control of Patronage
The farmers’ elevators of Iowa, in general, follow Rochdale 
principles with reference to patronage ; that is, patronage is vol­
untary.. It was realized, of course, that without the loyal sup­
port of members the organization would have meager prospects 
of success, but it was contemplated that members would volun­
tarily patronize their organization out of loyalty to their best 
long-time interest.
How Has Voluntary Patronage Worked Out?
The movement has undoubtedly enjoyed a phenomenal growth 
for 20 years ending in 1921, at which time practically every grain 
grower in Iowa was receiving benefits, directly or indirectly, as 
a result of the movement. In 1921, 43 percent of the farmers’ 
elevators had no local competition in grain16 whereas in 1931, 52 
percent had no such competition. In 1921 they handled about 
42 percent of the total shipments;17 in 1931 they handled about 
50 percent. Thé farmers’ elevator has established itself as a 
permanent business institution in Iowa, and numerous examples 
of outstanding success may be cited. And in many cases, the 
tenacity with which farmers support their organizations in spite 
of the most discouraging experiences indicates that a vital, fight­
ing cooperative spirit exists.
In some communities in which a high type of cooperative phil­
osophy has been developed, the farmers’ elevators are practically 
assured of receiving the patronage of their members. Farmers in 
these communities regard their organization, not as if it were a 
dealer trying to buy as cheaply as possible, but with full con­
fidence that it is selling f o r  farmers and returning to them all 
the product is worth. They do not need to dicker nor haggle, be­
cause if full payment is not made at the time of delivery, the 
balance will be paid later as patronage dividends.
Farmers dealing with true cooperatives have come to accept 
the idea of organizing agricultural marketing as part of the 
farmers ’ program to put him in the most strategic position pos­
sible to dispose of his products. In such cases, he has come to 
view his organization as a means to economic efficiency, if not
16Nourse, E. G. F ifty years o f  farm ers’ elevators in Iowa. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta., 
BuU 211:259. 1923.
»Ibid . P. 252.
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equality, and he patronizes his organization as a matter of course. 
Without such loyalty, the organization must either disband or it 
must assume the role of an ordinary dealer and strive in every 
way possible to get its share of the business.
The Struggle for Loyalty
Unfortunately, the necessary and hoped for loyalty has not al­
ways materialized. That there has been a great deal of disap­
pointment in this connection is evident. In 1921, less than half 
the companies reported that loyalty of members was satisfac­
tory.18 Going back still farther, it is noted that the first farm­
ers’ elevator movement started in 1867, passed out of existence 
entirely by 1883, and that a second movement, starting in 1886, 
was also threatened with extinction.19 The adoption, however, of 
the “ maintenance clause”  by the Incorporated Cooperative 
Farmers’ Society of Rockwell, Iowa, in 1890, is credited with 
having saved the situation.20
“ The effectiveness of this clause and the extent to which it 
was adopted in the Middlewest made the town of Rockwell equal­
ly famous as the mother of farmer elevator cooperation. For the 
greater part of 40 years this provision was vigorously en­
forced.” 21
The third movement, built upon the wreckage and experience 
of the preceding two, thus seems to have succeeded in establish­
ing itself, not on a foundation of voluntary patronage, but on a 
foundation of “ controlled”  patronage. But as the movement 
gained in strength, it relied more upon its competitive strength 
and less upon control of patronage. The maintenance clause had 
become all but a dead letter by 1921, as only 73 out of 435 com­
panies reported having it in their by-laws at that time and only 
9 reported that it was enforced.22 No evidence of its use was 
obtained in the 1931 survey.
Another item on the debit side is that the course of the move­
ment is strewn with casualties. Many of the failures, would not 
have occurred had a more satisfactory patronage relationship 
been established with members.
Nor can it be said that all existing companies are loyally sup­
ported by their members. Disloyalty is more common today than 
it was either in 1904, or 1921. In many cases little of the co­
operative spirit of the pioneers is in evidence today.
“Dollars and Cents” Loyalty
Moreover, the commercial success enjoyed by many companies 
today is the result, not so much of loyalty inspired by enthusiasm
18Nourse, E. G. F ifty years o f  farm ers’ elevators in Iowa. Iowa A gr. Exp. Sta., 
Bui. 211:261. 1923.19Ibid. P. 237.
20Same source, page 243.
!1Ho'.man, R. A . Forty years o f cooperation. R. A . Holman, Rockwell, Iowa. 
P. 9. 1931. ,
22From data obtained in the 1921 Survey o f Iowa Farmers’ Elevators.
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for the farmers’ causé, but of loyalty of a “ dollars and cents”  
type, and this suggests some comments on the philosophy pre­
vailing today -— that farmers’ elevators must rely on their merits 
in order to attract patronage.
The I i merit ”  philosophy not only tends to develop à spurious 
type of loyalty, but it results in members losing sight of their 
best long-time interest and of indirect benefits which farmers 
might receive if farm marketing were adequately organized un­
der their control.
Under this philosophy farmers are impelled to measure the 
benefits of the organization by comparing the bids received from 
different dealers at a given time, on a given load of grain, with­
out regard to what the price might be if the cooperative were not 
in operation, and without regard to the fact that often the real 
benefits of the organization are indirect and cannot be measured 
in dollars and cents. Even the pecuniary benefits may often be 
demonstrated by a cooperative only after a considerable period of 
operation, and then only if during such period it is given an op­
portunity to function as a real cooperative sales organization. 
Loyalty to the farmers’ best long-time interest may justify his 
patronizing the organization even though it may not be able to 
meet all competitors ’ bids at all times. In any case, it is incon­
ceivable that a cooperative be compelled to compete with other 
dealers for the patronage of its own members, thus incurring 
the competitive costs and resorting to the competitive methods 
of ordinary dealers.
A cooperative which is not assured of the business of its mem­
bers must, of course, have recourse to non-member business, 
which it can obtain only by resorting to competitive methods. The 
result is that not only the non-member but the member himself 
soon discovers that he must dicker and haggle with his own or­
ganization. He approaches it, not with confidence that it will 
take care of his interest, but with a conviction that he must pro­
tect himself by making the best deal he can. Members who feel 
impelled to “ bargain around”  will not, of course, limit their 
“ trading”  to their o a v ii organization, and in fact it is they whom 
the competitor is most desirous of ensnaring because of the de­
moralizing effect it is calculated to have upon the membership 
of the cooperative.
Loyalty of the “ dollars and cents”  type provides a poor 
foundation upon which to build, because it will evaporate like a 
mist the moment the organization ceases to be the best bidder, 
thus destroying the stability of the organization. Organizations 
under urgent stress to meet current bids of competitors are in no 
position to undertake programs, adopt objectives, or to initiate 
improvements in marketing, the carrying out of which requires 
time and some experimentation but which in the long run yields 
results of real benefit to farmers.
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TA BLE  44.— EFFECT OF DENSITY OF PRODUCER MEMBERS ON PERCENT- 
AGE OF STATION SHIPMENTS OF GRAIN HANDLED BY COOPERATIVE 
AND BY ORDIN ARY STOCK FARM ERS’ ELEVATORS. BASED ON 
DATA FOR 81 COMPANIES OPERATING IN COMPETITION 
W ITH  ONE LOCAL GRAIN DEALER
Producer members per 
square mile of territory
Cooperative stock 
farm ers’ elevators
Ordinary stock 
farm ers’ elevators
Number of 
companies
Percentage 
o f local 
shipments 
handled
Number of 
companies
Percentage 
of local 
shipments 
handled
Less than 1.0 5 57 7 651.0-1.4 18 65 9 631.5-1.9 14 75 3 662.0-2.4 9 78 I
r 4 652.5-2.9 6 78 j
3.0 and over 6 81 0
All companies 58 73 23 64
Cooperative Elevators Have Advantage 
. Membership in Iowa farmers ’ elevators means different things 
in different cases with respect to patronage. Although patron­
age in no case is a definite obligation of the member, much less 
covered by a producer’s contract, loyalty in the real cooperative 
sense exists. On the other hand, the ‘ ‘ dollars and cents ’ ’ type of 
loyalty is altogether too prevalent. Each kind of loyalty is no 
doubt to be found among both the ordinary stock companies and 
the cooperative companies.
According to table 44 and fig. 7, however, cooperative com­
panies seem to receive more loyal support of the farmers than do
big. 7. Comparison o f the relation between density o f  producer members o f  two 
types o f  farmers elevators and proportion o f grain shipments from  station handled 
by farmers elevators.
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ordinary stock organizations. Whereas the proportion of sta­
tion shipments handled by the latter is about the same regard­
less of density of members, the proportion handled by coopera­
tive companies rises from 57 to 81 percent as the number of 
producer members rises from less than 1 to 3 and over per square 
mile.
It is apparent why ordinary stock organizations see little rea­
son, from a volume point of view, for increasing their producer 
membership, and, conversely, producers may see little reason for 
joining such an organization, except as they may have surplus 
funds to invest. Farmers, of course, have no objection to patron­
izing such companies, provided the prices paid are satisfactory.
On the other hand, the cooperative form of organization ap­
parently offers inducements to farmers not only to join but to 
patronize the organization. As previously pointed out, patron­
age dividends probably constitute one of the most important 
tangible inducements a cooperative elevator offers.
Although patronage dividends stimulate patronage, they are 
in no sense a substitute for arrangements under which members 
are required to patronize or “ maintain”  their organization. The 
producers ’ • contract in its modern form has never been used by 
Iowa farmers’ elevators. The maintenance clause, already dis­
cussed, represents the closest approach to control of patronage 
attempted by them.
The essential thing, however, is not the contract, but accept­
ance of the principle that cooperative marketing in practical 
reality means selling jo in t ly  rather than in d ivid u ally . If farm­
ers decide to sell jointly, the contract serves a useful purpose in 
giving legal effect to moral obligations which members had al­
ready accepted. Willingness of cooperators to accept such obli­
gations, however, is largely a matter of education and cannot be 
forced by legal means. Refusal of members to assume obliga­
tions to patronize their organization forces it to compete for its 
share of the business, which is a business practice common to 
profit-seeking dealers rather than to cooperative organizations. 
Another consequence is that the practice has tended to make the 
patronage dividend feature inoperative. This leads to the final 
question of how members participate in benefits and savings.
Sharing of Benefits and Risks
Too often the benefits of a cooperative organization are thought 
of as consisting only of profits, hence by-laws usually have con­
siderable to say about dividends and their distribution.
An organization that meets cooperative specifications will see 
to it that not only the benefits of its operations but the losses 
resulting from the risks incident thereto are distributed among 
its members on an equitable basis.
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How do the farmers’ elevators measure up with reference 
to these matters?
Patronage Dividends
Figures have already been presented (tables 25, 30 and 36) 
showing to what extent dividends on stock are limited, how many 
companies provide for and actually pay patronage dividends and 
to whom. Other questions dealing with the immediate aspects 
of the problem have been discussed, also.
Some companies fully carry out the patronage dividend fea­
ture, others have no patronage dividend provisions at all, and the 
rest fall between these extremes.
Why Patronage Dividends Are Not Paid
Failure to provide for patronage dividends or to pay them if 
provided for may be explained in different ways. In some cases 
adequate capital could be raised only by appealing to investors 
interested in returns on capital.
In other cases non-producer stockholders dominate the situa­
tion, i.e., an organization that started as a cooperative reverted 
to capitalistic methods, either because of lack of interest on the 
part of producers, because a few bearing the financial burden 
assumed control, or because of a shift of a large proportion of 
the producer members to a non-producer status.
In some cases where cooperatives have failed, a few farmers 
financially able to do so have succeeded in operating a “ farmer- 
owned and farmer-controlled”  organization on a profit basis. 
They usually limit voting rights and the amount of stock a mem­
ber may hold, but are not likely to limit dividends on stock or to 
pay patronage dividends. Farmers in such cases apparently pre­
fer to give such an organization a reasonable profit rather than 
to assume the responsibilities of operating a cooperative them­
selves.
An objection frequently voiced to paying patronage dividends 
is that, when profits are earned, patrons receive the benefit, and 
when losses occur, stockholders must bear them. Where the 
capital interest is in conflict with the producer interest, as it 
frequently is, it is only natural that these objections should be 
raised. In all probability they would not be raised if all mem­
bers were producers, if all eligible patrons were members, and 
if financial burdens were equitably distributed among them. In 
this event those who participated in patronage dividends and 
those who bore the losses would be the same individuals.
But apparently many companies which provide for patronage 
dividends, do not pay them. One reason already stated is that 
the organization may have changed its policy without going to 
the trouble of changing its by-laws.
Probably a more common reason is that the profits were needed 
in the business either because inadequate capital was raised, be-
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cause additional capital was needed to finance expansions of the 
business, or because losses had been suffered.
An important reason why patronage dividends have not been 
paid in recent years is that profits have not been earned partly 
because of decreased volume of business, increased hazards, low 
prices, and decreased margins because of competitive conditions. 
Inefficient management also is a contributing factor, even in 
normal times.
Is Price Paid a Substitute for Patronage Dividends?
In some cases patronage dividends are not paid on the theory 
that an extra half cent added to the price at the time of delivery 
is more effective in attracting patronage than is a cent paid in 
the form of patronage dividends.
Others, however, believe that the reverse is true, because the 
half cent added to the price is soon forgotten by the member or 
is regarded by him as justly due him anyway, but that the amount 
received as patronage dividends constitutes a tangible measure 
of the real benefit of the cooperative to the member.
Data are not available on the basis of which the relative ad­
vantages of the two methods could be tested, but figures have 
already been presented which indicate that actual payment of 
patronage dividends tends to be associated with large patronage 
and large membership. A high price may attract patronage, but 
it will not induce patrons to become members, because they may 
receive price benefits without becoming members, whereas pat­
ronage dividends may be restricted to members.
Profit-Sharing vs. Risk-Sharing
This question, however, has some important economic and legal 
aspects. Is the patronage dividend merely a competitive device, 
a bait to attract patronage and members, or does it serve a more 
fundamental cooperative purpose,h—i.e., “ risk-sharing” ?
A  cooperative that pays such prices from day to day as are 
calculated to permit the company to just \1 break even, ’ ’ imposes 
undue risks upon its capital. Yet the organization may be so 
set up that capital can participate in profits only to a limited 
extent and, as such, has no voice in the business affairs. The two 
ideas are inconsistent, and this probably explains some of the 
difficulties such organizations have experienced in attracting 
adequate capital.
The point is that if the patron as such, rather than the stock­
holder as such, is to be the chief beneficiary of the organization, 
he must relieve capital of at least part of the risk.
In the typical cooperative creamery, the patron is not paid 
until proceeds from sales are received and" expenses, reserves, 
interest and sinking funds are deducted. Under this arrange­
ment capital assumes none of the usual risks of price fluctuations,
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damage or deterioration, and other risks incident to handling the 
commodity. The patron assumes these risks according to patron­
age. .
A  patron of a cooperative elevator may likewise assume similar 
risks and by the same procedure. But he may do so even though 
he receives a price at time of delivery, provided the price is such 
as will provide an operating margin large enough to cover the 
expenses, interest on share and loan capital, to repay the loan 
when due, and to provide a reserve to absorb the losses. Ob­
viously, the margin at time of delivery must, therefore, be de­
termined by the foregoing considerations, and not by competitors’ 
prices.
I f  a patronage dividend is paid under these circumstances, it 
consists of a refund to patrons of that portion of the margin not 
absorbed by expenses and losses. The amount paid patrons at 
time of delivery becomes an advance, or partial payment, and 
the patronage dividend becomes a final settlement or payment 
Such final payment is obviously not made for the purpose of 
attracting patronage, but arises because of the fact that patrons 
are attempting to spread commercial risks among themselves on 
the theory that they can carry, these risks cheaper than a dealer 
can. Obviously, if cooperators wish to participate in dealers’ 
profits, they must assume dealers’ risks. In mutual insurance 
companies, costs and losses a fte r  they are known are assessed 
against policyholders, but levying assessments against patrons 
for losses sustained by a farmers’ elevator would not prove popu­
lar even though such a procedure would theoretically be entirely 
logical. Deferring payment of part of the proceeds, by deducting 
an ample margin if products are paid for at time of delivery, or 
otherwise, accomplishes the same purpose, and is being success­
fully used by many types of cooperatives, including some farmers ’ 
elevators.
A commonly accepted theory regarding the purpose of pat­
ronage dividends is that it is a method of distributing to patrons 
savings realized by the organization a’s a result of more economi­
cal operations.
A cooperative which succeeds in introducing economies in the 
marketing process by dealing more directly with consumers or 
processors, by better standardization or grading of the products, 
by saving the competitive costs of procuring its volume of busi­
ness, or which attracts a larger volume of business by consolidat­
ing the volume previously handled by several dealers, should 
realize savings in addition to the usual profits earned by private 
dealers, even though the organization pays patrons the full com­
petitive market price at time of delivery.
When a patronage dividend is paid, it may, in fact, include 
all three elements, namely: final payment, if the price advanced 
at the time of delivery was not the full competitive price; the
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profit which the dealer would normally receive as a reward for 
his services as organizer and manager; and savings resulting 
from marketing in a more economical manner.
In order that a cooperative organization may be able to pay 
patronage dividends, it must, therefore, earn at least the profits 
which the dealer would normally earn ; or it must make only a 
partial payment or a conservative advance at time of delivery; or 
it must succeed in marketing more efficiently than other dealers.
Here, then, are at least three reasons why farmers are fre­
quently disappointed in cooperative ventures.
In the-first place, they frequently assume private dealers re­
ceive exorbitant profits, without realizing that, as a matter of 
fact, where dealers receive large rewards, it is frequently because 
of superior organization and management ; hence, unless the co­
operative is at least as well organized and managed, it does not 
realize even the dealers’ profit.
In the second place, paying full competitive price at time of 
delivery leaves no part of the price to be distributed as a final 
payment—the net result may even be a loss. Finally, if the co­
operative follows the same marketing practice as dealers, it will 
likely not introduce more economical or efficient marketing me­
thods, hence anticipated “ savings”  do not materialize.
A cooperative which aims to distribute its savings or benefits 
currently in the form of more favorable prices will, in spite 6f its 
aim, at the end of the year, find that it has either realized a profit 
or suffered a loss. If profits are earned they should not, in such 
cases, be distributed as patronage dividends, but reserved to cover 
losses which have been or are likely to be suffered. I f  such a 
company pays patronage dividends in years when profits are 
earned, capital is forced to assume the losses. Capital is not 
likely to be attracted by such enterprises.
The extent to which patrons assume the risks as discussed 
varies among different farmers’ elevators. Risk-sharing on a 
cooperative basis is a practical reality where the organization, in 
fact, functions as a selling agency for its members. In such case&, 
patrons deliver their products without haggling about the price, 
in full confidence that the price paid represents a conservative 
advance, and that a final payment will be made at the end of the 
year if it is found that the income exceeds the expenses and losses.
In other cases, where organizations operate as dealers and are 
so regarded by patrons, the latter feel impelled to bargain and 
haggle in order to receive the highest price possible at time of 
delivery. In such cases, patrons should receive a lower price on 
the theory that they assume no risk. In other words, the dealer 
or the cooperative organization, since it assumes the risk, must 
take a margin of profit large enough to cover the extra risk. 
Capital is attracted by such enterprises only if it receives a re­
turn commensurate with the risk involved. Actual experience
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tends to support the conclusion that patrons, in fact, often suc­
ceed in forcing the organization to take the risk without allowing 
hua margin adequate to cover the costs and risks.
Thus, although risk-sharing by members on a cooperative basis 
is approximated by some farmers’ elevators, neither the organi­
zation set-up nor the prevailing price policy contemplate that 
the members shall share the risks on a cooperative basis. The 
basis of settlement with patrons is essentially a competitive price 
basis. Exceptions to this rule, however, occur when the manager 
is unable to agree with the patron regarding the grade of the 
grain, or where the condition or quality of the grain is such that 
more than ordinary risk of deterioration is involved in handling
it.- ----- M
What is Weakest Point in Farmers’ Elevator Structure?
In the foregoing answer to the question: “ How cooperative 
are Iowa farmers’ elevators?”  a number of elements, features 
and relationships usually regarded as essential in a cooperative 
organization were pointed out and discussed, and it was shown 
that different organizations possess the essentials in different de­
grees and in different combinations, resulting in wide differences 
in the extent to which patrons participate in the operations on a 
mutual basis.
Although most of the departures from cooperative specifica­
tions can be explained, not all of them can be justified, and such 
departures, because they are numerous and often wide, are ser­
iously affecting the: success and progress of cooperation in grain 
marketing. Replies from managers and officials of farmers’ .ele­
vators as to what problems are limiting their success most, yielded 
the following list of factors which have to do with organization 
structures and member relationships:
1. Lack of loyalty, interest and cooperation of members and 
lack of appreciation of the benefits of the organization.
2. Lack of adequate financial support of members and patrons.
3. Non-resident and non-producer stockholding; need of new 
blood in the organization ; lack of interest on the part of the 
younger generation of farmers.
4. Farmers frequently complain that particular organizations
are not controlled by producers and are not operated in their 
interest. .; ,
This list checks closely not only as to factors but as to order 
of importance with the following list based upon the frequency 
with which important essentials are dealt with in articles and 
by-laws:
1. Control of patronage and risk-sharing (hardly mentioned 
at all).
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2. Provisions designed to bring about an equitable distribu­
tion of financial burdens (inadequate, inoperative, or absent).
3. Limit on dividends on stock and payment of patronage 
dividends (provided for in about two-thirds of the companies, 
but effectively carried out in a much smaller proportion of them).
4. Devices having to do with controlling the organization 
policies, voting rights, stock transfers, and limiting stockhold­
ing (mentioned in articles and by-laws more frequently than any 
of the other features, but not effective in many cases, and only 
partly so in others.)
Obviously, an organization will be strengthened most if it is 
strengthened at its weakest points. Although the limiting factors 
mentioned indicate what those points are likely to be, they can be 
determined in a given case only by a careful analysis.
It may be concluded, however, that although a fairly high level 
of cooperative performance is actually being achieved in many 
cases, the general average is much lower than it needs to be. In 
the light of actual experience, it is reasonable to suppose that 
Iowa farmers would cooperate more extensively and more effec­
tively if organization structures and.member relationships were 
generally established on a more thorough-going cooperative basis, 
and in this connection the list of factors which were reported as 
limiting the success of the organizations most, is highly suggestive. 
Relationships concerned with loyalty, or control of patronage, and 
financing are two of the most important relationships which an 
organization has with its members, and at the same time they 
rank with the most difficult organization problems with which 
cooperatives have to deal. Placing these important relationships 
on a voluntary basis, however, can hardly be regarded as a satis­
factory solution. This way of dealing with them and with other 
important relationships is characteristic of the Rochdale type of 
organization, which fact suggests that perhaps the factors which 
are limiting progress most are not particular details of the or­
ganization set-up, but local situations and circumstances, and 
particularly the type of cooperative philosophy from which the 
plan o f organization emerges. This leads to a consideration of 
some of the reasons for the wide variations which appear to exist 
in organization structures and member relationships, why impor­
tant departures from cooperative specifications exist, and why 
Rochdale principles have prevailed so extensively and persist­
ently.
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PART V. FACTORS AFFECTING COOPER ATIVE  
CHARACTER
The analysis in Part IV shows that although great diversity 
exists among the farmers’ elevators with respect to their co­
operative character, most of the variations that have been noted 
represent instances where organizations fall short in one or more 
respects of meeting Rochdale standards of cooperation.
The extent to which the prevailing type of cooperation and 
the deviations from it are the results of attempts on the part of 
the organizations to adapt themselves to their circumstances, are 
explained by the attendant circumstances. I f  the circumstances 
were static, satisfactory adaptations would in time be discovered, 
and only those organizations that made such adaptations would 
survive. But circumstances as well as farmers’ attitudes are 
subject to change. Hence, the farmers’ elevator organizations 
have been confronted with the necessity of constantly re-adapt­
ing themselves to changing conditions. Moreover, considerable 
time elapses, even under static conditions, before improvements 
are generally adopted. Many of the differences in organization 
structure and cooperative character undoubtedly arise because 
some of the organizations have kept abreast o f the times, others 
have made changes less promptly, and still others are in various 
stages of decadence.
It is the purpose in Part V  to call attention to a number of 
factors which it is believed explain and to some extent justify 
the kind of cooperation that is found among Iowa farmers’ 
elevators. A  number of reasons why departures from coopera­
tive specifications have been made have already been discussed 
in Parts III and IY. These and others of a local or incidental 
nature will first be summarized briefly and then others of a more 
fundamental nature will be discussed.
LOCAL CIRCUMSTANCES
1. Financial difficulties of some organizations have made it 
necessary for a limited number of those financially interested to 
assume control. Directors and others who have guaranteed com­
pany notes or have loaned money to the organization have had 
to take charge, sometimes retaining the original organization 
structure with the hope of capitalizing the goodwill of the or­
ganization and of re-establishing the organization on a coopera­
tive basis somewhat later.
2. Lack of financial support of a sufficient number of farmers 
has often induced a limited number of public-spirited farmers 
and others to launch the organization, with the hope of gaining 
additional support after operations have commenced. Such com­
panies of necessity were forced to operate as competitive dealers
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in order to attract an adequate volume of business and to offer 
inducements to investors in order to attract capital. Having 
< started in this manner, the organization subsequently failed to 
change, either because it could not or because it would not.
• 3. Declines in volume of surplus grain in some communities, 
with consequent lack of interest on the part of farmers, made it 
iiecessary for the stockholders to operate the organization in 
order to prootect their investment. Abandonment of at least 
some important cooperative features usually occurs under such 
circumstances.
4. The kind of cooperative leadership and cooperative educa­
tional work done in the community are important factors, and 
the presence of successful creameries, oil associations, or other 
cooperatives, may influence the cooperative character of an ele­
vator organization.
5. Past experience with cooperatives is an important consider­
ation. A community may have become “ soured”  because of past 
failures, with the result that if a new organization is launched 
at all, it is likely to fall short of meeting cooperative specifications.
6. Wide differences in the financial status of farmers in a 
community may result in an organization being set up, or a con­
trolling interest in an existing one acquired, by those financially 
able to do so. Such a group is usually reluctant to subject its 
capital to the control of those who would have only a small 
financial interest in the organization or to share profits with them, 
while their own capital must absorb the losses. The organization 
structure and the way different features are applied reflect the 
attitude of the organizers. Farmers in a given community may 
support such an organization as long as it maintains a satisfac­
tory market. Such an organization may have a better chance 
than a private dealer of attracting at least “ its share”  of the 
business.
The foregoing and other similar factors may exert considerable 
influence upon cooperative character in individual cases. Other 
factors of a more fundamental nature which may more or less 
affect all farmers ’ elevators have been suggested. Some of these 
will be examined.
UNDERLYING CIRCUMSTANCES 
Peculiarities of the Grain Business
The grain business is highly technical arid competitive, and con­
siderable capital is required to get established in it. Grain is a 
lion-perishable commodity, hence may be stored, which invites 
speculation. The improper use of the futures market often in­
creases the speculative hazards. Corn and oats are produced as 
cash crops by many Iowa farmers. Where this is true, the success
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of the farm operations is often affected considerably by the time 
the farmer sells his grain. Hence, when he sells, he believes he 
has chosen the right time to sell and, therefore, insists on receiv­
ing the price prevailing at time of sale. The organization of 
dealers is thus required to assume the risks of price fluctuations. 
Many farmers’ elevators do not permit the manager to' hedge.
The grain business may be, for the foregoing reasons, less 
well adapted to the sales agency type, and better adapted to a 
semi-capitalistic type of organization. It does, however, impose 
important requirements and conditions, particularly from the 
point of view of risks, losses and financing, which must be 
recognized and appropriate provisions made for them. I f patrons 
are unwilling to bear risks and losses cooperatively, invested 
capital will have to bear them. Although custom and habit tend 
to perpetuate the methods used by farmers in marketing their 
grain, it is believed that the peculiarities of the grain business 
have an important influence upon the financial structure, methods 
of distributing profits, and other related aspects of the organiza­
tion set-up and member relationships of Iowa farmers’ elevators.
Tenancy
Growing grain as a cash crop is a type of farming peculiarly 
adapted to tenancy. From 50 to 70 percent of the farm operators 
in the important cash grain producing counties in Iowa are 
tenants. Although the tenure of many tenants is fairly stable, 
the turnover of tenant farmers is much higher than that of 
owner-operators. A  cooperative set-up which does not recog­
nize the circumstances of tenants tends to exclude them from 
membership. Cooperatives in areas of high tenancy are owned 
and controlled largely by the more permanently established land 
owners, but are dependent on tenants for a large proportion of 
their business. Paying patronage dividends under such circum­
stances results in distributing profits among non-members, where­
as the stockholders, who contribute a relatively small proportion 
of the business but all the capital, are compelled to bear the 
losses. I f patronage dividends are paid only to members, they 
receive profits a large part of which are earned on non-member 
business. Yet, if tenants find it inconvenient to participate as 
members and to assume their share of the financial burdens, the 
more permanently established farmers must do so, and the type 
of organization and its policies are influenced by the attendant 
circumstances.
Different Points of View Regarding Cooperative Procedure
At least two- distinct points of view regarding procedure seem 
to prevail. Although the main idea back of all farmers ’ elevators 
is to improve the farmers’ market for grain, one idea as to how 
this objective is to be attained is to set up farmer-owned and
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controlled grain marketing organizations designed to operate as 
grain dealers in competition with other dealers and to rely upon 
their competitive strength to attract the business of members 
and non-members. This idea implies that desirable improvements 
in the marketing situation may be brought about by such cor­
rective influence upon the competitive situation as a farmers’ 
organization would exert. It also implies that the chief benefit 
to be derived through cooperation consists of “ saving”  dealers’ 
profits. This type of cooperative philosophy has wide acceptance 
among farmers, partly because of exaggerated notions regarding 
dealers’ profits, and partly because it leaves farmers free to trade 
as they have been accustomed to trade in the disposal o f  their 
products.
The other point of view contemplates that farmers shall sell 
jointly through their own organizations which are designed to 
represent them as their sales agencies. This point of view implies 
that the individual farmer is in a weak position as a seller and 
that he can improve his selling most effectively by substituting 
joint selling for individual selling. If aims at effecting economies 
in marketing rather than at diverting or gaining middlemens’ 
profits.
Fundamentally, these two concepts differ wtidely, and the 
member relationships and set-up of an organization which repre­
sents the one will differ considerably from those of an organization 
which represents the other.23
Influence of Cooperative Laws
Since 56 percent of Iowa farmers’ elevators are incorporated 
under the 1915 cooperative law, which provides for cooperatives 
with capital stock, this law has exerted considerable influence 
upon their character. Since this law is permissive in many im­
portant respects and does not define cooperation nor cooperative 
organizations specifically, organizations incorporated under it 
are left to determine for themselves, within such limits as the 
law specifies, what their cooperative character shall be. Require­
ments and safeguards designed to insure any particular standard 
of cooperative performance, either at the time of organization or 
subsequently, are, therefore, lacking. Since this law is being 
revised, no analysis of it is made here, further than to state that 
it provides for cooperatives of the Rochdale, profit sharing type.24
The non-stock, non-profit cooperative law, representing a more 
advanced type of cooperative philosophy, was enacted in 1921. 
Since the farmers’ elevator movement had attained its growth 
previous to 1921, this law has exerted little if any influence upon
2sFor a full discussion o f these concepts the reader is referred to Iow a A gr Exp 
bta. Bui. No. 306, “ Cooperation in Agriculture”  by Paul L. Miller and Geoffrey 
Shepherd. 1933. .
^ 24Robotka,^ FYank. Cooperating under Iowa cooperative laws. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta.
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the cooperative character of the movement. Only three farmers’ 
elevator associations had taken advantage of it by 1931.
Thus, while the cooperative laws do not insure a uniformly 
high degree of cooperative character or performance, still less 
assurance is provided by the ordinary corporation law. Yet in 
1931 more than two-fifths of the farmers’ elevators were still in­
corporated under it. Previous to 1915 there was no alternative 
for farmers wishing to incorporate but to use the ordinary cor­
poration law, or the non-pecuniary corporation law. With this 
sort of legal background, it is only to be expected that the degree 
of cooperative performance would range from the lowest required 
by the ordinary corporation law to the highest conceived of and 
put into effective operation by farmers in spite of deficiencies in 
the cooperative laws.
Laxness in Carrying Out Provisions
Important as the law and the set-up of the organization are, 
no organization, however well conceived and set up, will run 
itself. Failure to take full advantage of cooperative laws and 
laxness in carrying out provisions of articles and by-laws are 
important reasons for variations in present structures and per­
formance. In some cases, financial, legal and other obstacles 
hamper enforcement of by-law provisions, but frequently they 
are not enforced because of negligence on the part of boards of 
directors and officials. Such, laxness is likely to increase as more 
and more of the members become non-producers and as coopera­
tive enthusiasm subsides. Unless an organization is blessed with: 
wise and aggressive leadership which will exercise constant 
vigilance, backsliding is almost certain to occur.
The influence of factors such as have just been discussed is, 
however, likely to result mainly in variations in the degree to 
which the operations are carried on in accordance with coopera­
tive principles and in variations in details of organization struc­
tures and member relationships, which, in spite of such varia­
tions, are still basically of the Rochdale type. No doubt the 
factors mentioned, taken altogether, constitute a set of circum­
stances to which organizations of the Rochdale type are peculiarly 
adapted. Because of the flexibility of this type of organization, 
it is equally well adapted to a high or a low order of cooperative 
performance. And the fact that it imposes the minimum of obli­
gations upon members also has a strong appeal.
EARLY COOPERATIVE PRECEDENTS
On the other hand, the present is but a projection of the past. 
The pioneers who pointed the direction when cooperative trails 
were being blazed in this country had little to guide them except 
Rochdale cooperation, the principles of which were endorsed by 
the National Grange in 1875; their adoption was urged upon
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cooperatives organized under Grange auspices.25 These prin­
ciples were widely adopted throughout the Middlewest during 
subsequent years, and became still more firmly entrenched when 
they were later incorporated into cooperative laws by many 
states. Iowa passed a law of this type in 1915. Such laws pro­
vided for cooperative corporations using the stock-share structure 
of ordinary corporations, which tended to facilitate launching 
such enterprises, because the corporation as a commercial device 
was by no means foreign to the experience of farmers.
Rochdale cooperation as we find it among Iowa farmers ’ eleva­
tors is, therefore, by no means an accident, but has its root in 
early cooperative history. It undoubtedly represented a work­
able, if not the best, adaptation to the circumstances of the time, 
and provided a practical and conservative means whereby farm­
ers were enabled to acquire and operate facilities through which 
they, in the course of time, came to handle a substantial part of 
their grain. /
Recent history suggests, however, that the very flexibility 
which may have adapted this type of cooperation to certain cir­
cumstances, constitutes an element of weakness, as pointed out in 
different parts of this bulletin. It has also been 'pointed out, 
however, that measures have been adopted in individual cases 
designed to overcome some of these weaknesses, measures which 
in some cases represent distinct departures from strictly Roch­
dale principles. But, precedents established, habits formed, and 
vested interests developed during a period of over a half century 
of operation, undoubtedly tend to perpetuate practices beyond 
the time justified by their merits.
OBSTACLES ARE NOT INSURMOUNTABLE
Many other reasons undoubtedly also helped determine the 
cooperative character of the farmers’ elevators. Those discussed 
are probably the most important ones. All of them represent 
conditions which must be taken into consideration, and some of 
them may be serious obstacles standing in the way of the develop­
ment of thorough-going cooperative farmers’ elevator organiza­
tions.
On the other hand, given the incentive, determination, patience 
and time, probably none of the obstacles are insurmountable.
Financial situations in some cases undoubtedlv present dif­
ficult problems, but some kind of solution for them can usually 
be found. The proposed federal banks for cooperatives should 
be of material assistance in this connection. A method of har­
monizing the interests of present stockholders with those of pres­
ent and future patrons needs to be worked out. Inflated valua­
tions in many cases need to be scaled down before anything else
25Nourse, E. G. The legal status o f  agricultural cooperation. P. 35. 1927.
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can be done. Reorganization is necessary in some cases. What 
the best solution in a given case may be, can be determined only 
by a careful analysis of the situation.26
Likewise, lack of interest in, and appreciation of, cooperation 
by farmers, differences of opinion regarding cooperative objec­
tives, purposes and procedures, lack of trained leadership, and ' 
similar obstacles are real problems, but education is the only 
effective solution for them. Cooperation will proceed only as fast 
and as far as farmers come to understand the possibilities, limita­
tions, fundamentals and essentials of real cooperation. Ill-con­
ceived and poorly organized and managed undertakings are 
responsible for most cooperative failures, but they cannot be 
regarded as proof that farmers cannot or will not cooperate if 
given a reasonable opportunity to do so. No educational work 
has been done in many communities since the farmers’ elevator 
was first organized.
Tenancy is also no doubt a serious problem, but it also has 
been solved successfully by devices which any organization can 
adopt. The commercial hazards inherent in the grain business 
have probably been over-emphasized, but such as they are they 
must be recognized. They constitute a challenge to the ingenuity 
of cooperative leaders rather than insurmountable obstacles. 
Commercial as well as cooperative devices are available by means 
of which they may be minimized.
Most of the deficiencies in existing cooperative laws mav be 
corrected by revision or amendments. Although the law will not 
make cooperators of those who will not cooperate, the proposed 
law goes much farther than the 1915 law in safeguarding the 
interests of bona fide cooperators and should promote a higher 
standard of cooperative performance. The impulse to cooperate 
must, however, be created and stimulated bv cooperative leader­
ship imbued with the full significance of cooperation as a means 
of self-help to farmers.
Thus, while the gravity of many of these obstacles to coopera­
tive progress is fully appreciated, all that is needed to overcome 
them in most cases is a conviction that they can be overcome, and 
the incentive and determination to do something about them.
WHAT OF THE FUTURE?
What history will have to record regarding the cooperative 
character of the farmers’ elevator movement from now on is 
uncertain. Will the movement fade out as a cooperative move­
ment by hitching its wagon to the star of commercial success, and 
forgetting its early objectives to provide service for farmers? 
Or will the service idea reassert itself and develop into a driving
26The Farmers Grain Dealers’ Association o f  Iowa maintains a valuable service in 
this connection.
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force which will result in the movement continuing to be a vital 
instrument of self-help for farmers ?
Tendencies in both directions are apparent. Much depends 
upon a recognition and lively appreciation of the significance of 
recent tendencies toward shift of control from producers to non­
producers and a resulting tendency toward dependence on non­
members for an increasing proportion of the business handled. 
Still more depends upon a critical re-examination of cooperative 
ideas and a substantial redirection of cooperative objectives.
The experience gained by farmers in their present efforts to 
adjust production should give them a new conception regarding 
the possibilities and essentials of effective joint action. This 
experience is developing leadership and is demonstrating that 
the interests of the individual farmer are bound up in the inter­
ests of the group, and that obligations must be assumed if bene­
fits are to be received.
Moreover, many changes have occurred in recent years not only 
in the agricultural situation but in grain marketing. May not 
the very conservatism which has been a pillar of strength to the 
movement in the past, now stand in the way of making the neces­
sary adaptations to these changes ? Organization structures and 
operating methods which have demonstrated their superiority in 
given cases have not spread to others with any inspiring degree 
of promptness.
Another factor is that farmers today are inclined to be more 
than ever critical of their organizations. Appeals to loyalty will 
fall on deaf ears unless backed by a performance which merits 
loyalty. The farmers who furnish the business will, during the 
coming years, be influenced in their attitude toward farmers’ 
organizations largely by the extent to which they feel that they 
are participating to the fullest possible extent in the market 
returns received from the sale of their products, and that the 
organizations are promoting the interests of producers, and are 
producing substantial benefits. They are more likely to be in­
fluenced by immediate benefits than by prospects of realizing 
more important benefits which might accrue to them as the result 
of a long-time evolutionary program seeking to effect more funda­
mental economies in the marketing of grain.
The effect of such attitudes should be to force each organiza­
tion to make a critical appraisal of its services and set-up with a 
view to meeting the needs of farmers to the fullest possible extent 
and to provide the greatest possible facilities and inducements 
for farmers generally to become identified with the movement 
for the purpose of advancing their common interest. The burden 
is likely to fall with considerable force upon organizations which 
are heavily in debt, unless they are able to fund such debts on a 
long-time basis and unless they provide for the full participation 
of patrons in the profits on their business.
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On the other hand, the same conditions which impel farmers to 
be critical will have a tendency to induce them to subordinate 
natural individualism in the interest of the common cause and 
to create a greater community of interest, which is essential to 
the highest success in cooperation. Present conditions should 
tend to create the impulse among farmers to put forth a more 
determined effort to overcome obstacles standing in the way of 
cooperative progress and to seek out and exploit new opportuni­
ties to increase their market returns. The urgency of the need 
for self-help may be felt with such keenness as to provide the 
stimulus needed to spur the movement on to future achievements 
which may conceivably surpass those of the past.
In the apt words of Reuben A. Holman: “ Let us not boast 
of our success; we built on the known failures of others. Their 
wreckage marks the shoals and prevented our own disaster. 
Humiliation awaits those who forget the experience of the past 
and w ho fa il to  recogn ize  the ex igen cies  o f  the p resen t, and to  
build fo r  the fu tu re .
27Holman, Reuben A . Forty years o f  cooperation. Reubcin A . Holman, Rockwell, 
Iowa. Foreword. 1931. Italics by the author.
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AG R ICU LTU R AL ECONOM ICS BU LLETINS
The following bulletins have been issued recently by the 
Agricultural Economics Section of the Iowa Agricultural 
Experiment Station. They may be obtained free upon 
request to the Bulletin Editor, Agricultural Annex, Iowa 
State College, Ames, Iowa.
Bu'letins in “Agricultural Recovery” Series:
B310 I. The Economic Situation in 1933. By Geoffrey Shepherd. 
December, 1933.
B311 II. Refinancing Farm Mortgages in Iowa. By William G. 
Murray. December, 1933. (This bulletin is now out o f print.)
B312 III. Estimating Advantages . o f the Corn-Hog Plan to the 
Individual Farm. By John A. Hopkins, Jr. January, 1934.
B313 TV. National Economic Planning. By Geoffrey Shepherd. 
January, 1934.
B314 Y. Is Our Farm Plant too Large? By Theodore W. Schultz. 
March, 1934.
B315 VI. Farm Mortgage Policy. By William G. Murray. April, 
1934. ’
B316 VII. Requirements for Economic Plans Affecting Agriculture. 
By John A. Hopkins, Jr. July, 1934.
B317 V III. Who Pays for the Hog Reduction Program? By Geof­
frey Shepherd. July, 1934.
Other Economics Bulletins:
B306 Cooperation in Agriculture: Livestock Marketing. By Paul 
L. Miller and Geoffrey Shepherd. August, 1933.
B307 Corporate Owned Land in Iowa. By WTilliam G. Murray and 
Ronald C. Bentley. September, 1933.
B309 Soybeans in Iowa Farming. By Albert Mighell, H. D. Hughes 
and F. S. Wilkins. April, 1934. (Issued jointly with the 
Farm Crops Subsection.)
B318 The Destination o f Iowa’s Commercial Com. By Ronald C. 
Bentley. June, 1934.'
B319 Improving the Domestic Market for Lard. By Rainer Shickele 
and Theodore W. Schultz. June, 1934.
B320 The Lard Market at Home and Abroad. By Rainer Shickele 
and Theodore W. Schultz. June, 1934.
B321 Membership Problems and Relationships in Iowa Farmers’ 
Elevators. By Frank Robotka. June, 1934.
R171 The Competitive Position o f Lard in the Market o f Animal and 
Vegetable Fats and Oils. By Rainer Shickele and Theodore 
W. Schultz. March, 1934.
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DID YOU  K N O W  T H A T —
1. The names o f more than 25,000 people and institutions are on the
mailing list to receive notices o f bulletins published by the Iowa 
Agricultural Experiment Station?
2. Iowa people may have their names put on this list by merely
requesting the Bulletin Editor to do so?
3. Three or four abstract cards announcing new publications are 
sent to individuals on the mailing list?'
4. An up-to-date list o f available Iowa Station bulletins will be sent
free to anyone upon request?
5. The mailing list for Station bulletins was increased by nearly
10,000 during the last fiscal year?
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